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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

Cr eat in g a m ean in gf u l legacy
On September 8, 2022, I was having my usual
Zoom call with Richard Brown, Secretary General of
the WFC. We had been discussing several items
concerning major projects around the world with
which the WFC is currently engaged.
All was going well as we were coming to the end of
our one-hour -plus talk when I noticed a sudden
change in Richard?s expression. Before I could ask
what was wrong, he said ?The Queen has died?. I
immediately offered my condolences and said we
could finish this call later. Richard, the
consummate gentleman and professional,
volunteered to continue.
After a few more items we concluded, I got off the
phone trying to imagine the impact of hearing of
the passing of Queen Elizabeth II. As a U.S. citizen,
she was the only Queen I had ever known and was
deeply impacted by her passing. I couldn?t begin to
imagine the impact on Richard. I started thinking
about how great a legacy she had left behind.
I then began to think about the meaning of legacy.
I was quite surprised when I found that, according
to the Webster ?s Dictionary, legacy was simply
defined as ?inheritance?. This forced me to look up
?inheritance?. No surprise, it means "received from
one?s ancestors?.
This information put me in a quandry. Although
my family traces back to England and William the
Conqueror, and there is actually a town in
Yorkshire, England named ?Maltby? that continues
to use my family?s coat of arms, I don?t necessarily
consider myself an ancestor of the Queen.

"Legacy is not about blood; it's about
how it impacts humanity."
Nevertheless, Queen Elizabeth's legacy is one of
grace and dignity in the midst of the most
significant challenges of the twentieth century.
This brought to me the realization that legacy is not

Dr John Maltby, WFC President

about blood; it?s about how it impacts humanity.
Legacy is about what has gone before us, where
we are now and what piece of us we will leave
behind when we're gone.
In chiropractic, I am sure we can all point to
individuals who have left a legacy for our
profession. Some are still alive, some have
passed, but their work has had a profound
influence in chiropractic in general, and many of
us individually.
Many names may come to mind that everyone
will immediately recognize as renegades,
revolutionaries, progressives, and those who
continued to advance the cause of chiropractic
globally.
I would like to take the opportunity to share the
story of an individual who left a legacy for us in
chiropractic that I?m confident that many of you
may never have never heard of.
Stephanie Youngblood, DC, FICA served on the
Board of the International Chiropractors
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Cr eat in g a m ean in gf u l legacy (con t in u ed)
Association while I was
President. She never hesitated
to share her opinion and speak
out on major issues. She was
the person who orchestrated
Senator Ted Kennedy, one of the
more liberal guys in the Senate,
to join Senator Orin Hatch from
Utah, one of the more
conservative guys in the Senate,
to jointly appear before the ICA
convention, supporting and
demonstrating their support for
chiropractic care.
Stephanie recently concluded
her 7-year battle with cancer.
During that entire time, she
never wavered in her
commitment to advancing
chiropractic around the world.

Stephanie was the first
Chairman of the Board of the
Nevada Board of Chiropractic
Examiners, had an extremely
successful practice in Las Vegas,
and counted many celebrities
and politicians among her
grateful patients.

"W hat united us was
our concern for the
advancement of
chiropractic around the
world."
So, what was Stephanie?s legacy?
She was a liberal Democrat, I am
a conservative Republican, but
these political differences meant
nothing. What united us was our

concern for the advancement of
chiropractic around the world.
That was all that mattered.
Stephanie was one of my closest
friends, and I will dearly miss
her. My best memory and her
greatest legacy will always be
about her contribution to the
advancement of chiropractic,
whether anyone knew who she
was or not.
Will you base your sense of
legacy on how many people
know who you are, or on how
many people know what you
accomplished? I hope it?s the
latter. JM
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M easu r in g w h at m at t er s m ost
Recently published research has concluded that
patient outcomes are better when the
therapeutic alliance is stronger. That when an
atmosphere of trust is created between the
practitioner and the patient, a relationship is
established that contributes significantly to the
short and long term results of care.
Is this really earth-shattering news? Should we
recoil in shock at these revelations?
Research that looks into why chiropractic ?works?
has long focused on the merits of particular
techniques or specifics of the manipulative
thrust, line of drive and contact point. While
these elements may all contribute to individual
competence, how much do they predict optimal
results or patient satisfaction?
Being proficient is clearly fundamental to being
a professional. We must be able to take a full
case history, using careful questioning to elicit
as much information as is necessary and is
relevant to the patient before you. Our
examination must be targeted to gathering
further clinical information to assist us in ruling
in or out our differential diagnoses. We must
judiciously decide whether further
investigations, such as diagnostic imaging, are
justified and appropriate. Our manual care,
using finely honed psychomotor skills, must be
delivered competently.

much greater than has previously been the
approach of many aspects of healthcare.
As far back as 1979, Anton Antonovsky, a
professor of medical sociology, described
salutogenesis as the study of the origins of
health and the factors that support health and
well-being, rather than the focus purely on
factors that cause disease. He considered
health to be a continuously changing variable
spectrum, rather than a simple dichotomy of
being well or unwell.
This model accords with the WHO definition of
health - a compete state of mental, physical and
social well-being, not simply the absence of
disease and infirmity - and directs us to what
the WFC and others endorse as the
biopsychosocial model of health.
Thankfully, there is now a focus in health
professions generally, not just chiropractic.
Holistic models of care look at multidimensional
contributors to health: physical, emotional,
social, spiritual, intellectual, vocational and

All of these elements are part of what it is to be
a chiropractic professional. With core
competencies for chiropractic education being
clearly defined by various councils on
chiropractic education, the public's expectations
of chiropractors in terms of the mechanical
elements of knowledge and skill are assumed in
the same way that expectations of our medical
colleagues are assumed.
However, over the past several years a
movement has been growing, where
expectations of patients and the public are so

Richard Brown, WFC Secretary-General
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M easu r in g w h at m at t er s m ost
(con t in u ed)
environmental. This in turn is connected to
consideration of the social determinants of health,
where external factors have a significant impact on
our sense of well-being.
Clinicians?frustration with research often centers on
study design and the measurement of discrete
indicators rather than the reported whole-person
experience. This experience materially depends on
the relationship built between practitioner and
patient, a relationship constructed around listening,
empathy, compassion and an unwavering desire to
respect individualized needs, preferences,
circumstances and culture.

NEWS ITEM S
The WFC welcomes news items, digital
images and feature stories to include in the
QWR. Send all submissions QWR@wfc.org.
Please note all submissions may be subject
to editing.

QWR ADVERTISING
OPPORTUNITIES
Full page color
US$995
Half page color
US$595
Quarter page color US$395
A discount of 10% is applied to orders for
multiple issues of the Quarterly World
Report.
The WFC Quarterly World Report is
published on January 1, April 1, July 1 and
October 1 of each year. Advertising copy, in
high resolution pdf or jpeg format, is
required fifteen days in advance of the
publication date.
The World Federation of Chiropractic
reserves the right to decline advertising.
Inclusion of any advertising in the WFC
Quarterly World Report does not in any way
imply endorsement of any product or
service.

As chiropractors, we should prioritize trust over
thrust as we pursue optimum levels of patient
satisfaction and physical, mental and social well-being
- the very essence of health. Research remains our
currency and we must continue to invest in advancing
knowledge if we are to maintain credibility as a
respected profession.
But let?s not forget what constitutes a great patient
experience and how those we serve measure what
matters most. If we are to create a network of trust,
we must never overlook the patient's perspectives on
health and the myriad factors that contribute to
well-being. Kindness, care, compassion and empathy
must be our bedrocks. RB
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New s f r om t h e Boar dr oom
The Board of Directors of the
WFC met on August 15 for its
third quarter meeting.
The Board approved the
minutes of the in-person
meeting, held in May in London,
United Kingdom.
Members were advised that
following the provision of
mental health webinars by Dr
Peter Tuchin earlier in the year,
a donation of $2000 had been
made to Lifeline Harbour to
Hawkesbury, a suicide
prevention and crisis
management service based in
Australia.
The Board received and adopted
a comprehensive report from
the Secretary-General describing
operational activities over the
preceding three months.
On the subject of governance,
the Board approved a position
statement relating to
professional standards and
received an updated human
resources document.

The Board was advised of a
translation of a Dutch court
judgment, the translation of
which had been co-sponsored
by the WFC and European
Chiropractors Union.

The Board received an update in
relation to forthcoming WFC
events, including the 2022 and
2024 Education Conferences
and 2023 and 2025 Biennial
Congresses.

In relation to finance, the Board
had received minutes of a
meeting of the Finance
Committee and noted that the
financial position of the WFC
was stable.

The Board was advised that the
full donation to the WHO
Benchmarks on Training in
Chiropractic had been made and
acknowledged the generosity of
donors from the profession that
had contributed, notably NBCE
(US$100,000) and the Danish
Research Foundation
(US$100,000).

The WFC Risk Register was
reviewed and appropriate risk
mitigation strategies were
noted.
On the matter of committees,
the Board approved the
appointment of Associate
Professor Sidney Rubinstein as
Chair of the Research
Committee. The Board also
received an update from the
Public Health Committee chair,
including the status of the
physical activity campaign. It
noted that a vacancy existed for
the chair of the Disability and
Rehabilitation Committee.

Updates on other WFC projects
were provided to the Board.
These included the review of
WFC policies and position
statements, the International
Chiropractic Education Alliance,
the WFC Global Status Survey,
and the production of a new
website.
The next meeting of the Board
will take place on November 15,
2022.

Upcoming events
11th WFC ACC Chiropractic Education Conference, November 2-5, 2022, Logan University, USA
18th Biennial WFC Congress, October 11-14, 2023, Gold Coast, Australia
12th WFC Chiropractic Education Conference, October 30 - November 2, 2024, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

19th Biennial WFC Congress, May 7-10, 2025, Copenhagen, Denmark
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Leader sh ip an d legacy on
pr ogr am at CASA
con f er en ce

WFC Pr esiden t speak s at
F4CP Ch ir oTh on

WFC Secretary-General Richard Brown
delivered two keynote addresses at the sellout
Chiropractic Association of South Africa (CASA)
annual conference in the beautiful city of Cape

WFC President, Dr John Maltby, was a special
guest during the recent ChiroThon event,
organized by the Foundation For Chiropractic
Progress (F4CP) at the Florida Chiropractic
Association (FCA) The National Event in Orlando.
With a topic of 'Chiropractic Around the World', Dr
Maltby described the work of the WFC,
particularly in low and middle income nations
where populations were underserved. He
stressed the need for expansion of the
chiropractic profession into underserved nations,
particularly on the continent of Africa, where
outside South Africa chiropractic services were
often inaccessible.
ChiroThon was a four-day telethon, streamed on
Facebook live, YouTube and a range of other
media.
It attracted over 85,000 global viewers and
generated in excess of $175,000 to support
chiropractic awareness and global outreach.

WFC Secretary-General at the CASA Conference in Cape Town

Town. The first of these was titled "A Mindset
for Legacy" and focused on the importance of
delivering people-centered service to leave an
indelible mark on communities and society into
the future.
The second presentation, "Why Leaning In
Matters" explored the value of contribution
through leadership and emphasized the role of
leadership at every level, from the provision of
patient education and guidance to
international leadership roles.
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WFC k eyn ot es at FIM S Wor ld Spor t s M edicin e Con f er en ce
Federation Internationale de Medicin du Sport
(FIMS) recently held its 37th World Sports
Medicine Conference in Guadalajara, Mexico.
Founded in 1928, the federation represents
national sports medicine associations across five
continents. FIMS aims primarily to promote the
study and development of sports medicine
throughout the world, to protect the physical
and mental health and ensure the well-being of
all who are engaged in sports and exercise and
to assist athletes in achieving optimal
performance by maximizing their genetic
potential, health, nutrition and (access to)
high-quality care and training.
This was the first time in the history of FIMS that
chiropractors were invited to present at a FIMS
World Sports Medicine Conference.
Secretary-General Richard Brown convened a
high level panel discussion on day one before
delivering two main stage keynote addresses,
describing the role of sports chiropractic and its
added value in the care of elite athletes. Other
chiropractors gave presentations on neurological
applications, credentialing and certification of
sports chiropractors and other specialist areas of
chiropractic in sports medicine.

Consejo Mexicano de Quiropractic del Deporte
(CMQD), Mexico?s leading sports chiropractic
organization.
Speaking after the event, Dr Brown said: ?For
chiropractic to have had the opportunity to be
showcased on a global stage such as the FIMS
conference was unprecedented. To be able to
participate and demonstrate our commitment to
high standards of practice and evidence-based,
athlete-centered, interprofessional care was hugely
valuable. We are most grateful to all those who made
it possible.
?There is no doubt that the CMQD is one of the
world?s leading national sports chiropractic
associations, which has gained significant respect in
the Latin American region through its commitment to
quality and integrated care. Special thanks go to Dr
Carrillo and his team for their professionalism and
advocacy over many years.?

Such opportunities would not have been
possible without the support of Dr Raúl Carrillo,
Director of Medicine and Applied Sciences of the
National Commission of Physical Culture and
Sport (CONADE) in Mexico and FEMMEDE, the
Mexican national sports medicine association .
Dr Carrillo is a chiropractic graduate of
Northwestern University of Health Sciences

and is highly respected within the world of
sports medicine.
Also present was Ms Ana Gabriela Guevara,
Minister of Sport at CONADE, and members
of sports ministries around the world.
Speaker invitations were kindly facilitated by the

Richard Brown delivered two keynote addresses on the role of
chiropractic in sport at the FIMS World Conference
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Ch an ge at t h e t op f or WFC Resear ch Cou n cil
Exper ien ced clin ician -scien t ist n am ed as n ew Ch air

Dr Sidney Rubinstein splits his time between clinical practice and conducting research at Vrije Universiteit

The WFC Board has named
Associate Professor Sidney
Rubinstein as the new chair of
its Research Committee (RC).
Dr Rubinstein, formerly RC vice
chair, has been appointed to the
role following the retirement
from the committee of Professor
Christine Goertz, who steps
down after over a decade of
service to the WFC.
Dr Goertz has recently been
appointed to a new role at Duke

University as Vice Chair for
Implementation of Spine Health
Innovations within the
Department of Orthopedic
Surgery at the Duke University
School of Medicine.
On stepping down from her role,
Dr Goertz commented, ?It has
been a true honor to serve first
as vice chair and then chair of
the WFC Research Committee
over the past 10 years, including
the opportunity to work with the
outstanding international group

of chiropractic scientists the
WFC has consistently attracted
as committee members. My
support for the WFC and its
important mission remains
steadfast and I hope to find new
ways to serve the organization
in the future.?
Dr Sidney Rubinstein has served
as vice chair of the RC since
2020. He is an Associate
Professor at Vrije Universiteit
Amsterdam, in the Netherlands,
where his particular research
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Ch an ge at t h e t op f or WFC Resear ch Cou n cil (con t in u ed)
interests are related to effectiveness and cost
effectiveness of musculoskeletal conditions.
Dr Rubinstein is a 1992 graduate of Los Angeles
College of Chiropractic (now part of Southern
California University of Health Sciences). He
obtained his PhD from Vrije Universiteit whilst
working in clinical practice, and continues to see
patients three days per week.
?I see it as critically important to my work that I
continue to see patients in practice,? he
commented. ?I appreciate that one of the key roles
of research is to see that it is synthesized into
practice for the benefit of patients and
maintaining my private practice keeps me
grounded in understanding what really matters to
patients when delivering evidence-based care.?
Dr Rubinstein, a registered epidemiologist, has
worked at the highest level of research, including
the prestigious Cochrane Collaboration, where he
has led systematic reviews looking at the impact of
spinal manipulative therapy, and more recently for
the World Health Organization as part of the low
back pain guideline development initiative.
The projects that Dr Rubinstein conducts and
supervises are strongly embedded in clinical
practice, such as the PTED Trial, Warrior Trial, and
IPD meta-analysis on spinal manipulative therapy
(SMT).
Current projects include a large, international
observational study in chiropractic care (BACE-C
cohort study), as well as updates of various
Cochrane reviews (i.e. spinal manipulative therapy,
massage, traction, and aerobic exercise) for LBP.
Additional projects include an examination of
cost-trajectories in elderly with LBP, and use of
discrete choice experiment design.
Dr Rubinstein has over 80 publications to his
name and supervises both PhD and Masters
projects.

Dr Rubinstein is a registered epidemiologist

Speaking after the appointment, WFC President
Dr John Maltby said: ?The advance of the
chiropractic profession relies on the production of
new research and the translation of research into
the work of the tens of thousands of clinicians
working around the world.
?As we continue to urge every chiropractor to
#BeEPIC, we are grateful to those serving on our
Research Committee who provide advice and
guidance in this area. All of us on the Board
congratulate Dr Rubinstein on his appointment
and wish him every success in his new role.
?At the same time, we would like to place on
record our immense thanks and appreciation of
the work of Dr Christine Goertz, whose leadership
of the committee has been invaluable.?
The principal role of the WFC?s Research
Committee is to advise the Board on matters of
research and science. Most recently, this was
demonstrated by the production of the WFC?s
Statement on Cervical Artery Dissection
(www.wfc.org/CADstatement).
An announcement regarding the appointment of
a new RC vice chair will be made in due course.
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WFC par t icipat es in ACF an n u al m eet in g
Attendees from across the continent of Africa
gathered in Cape Town and online to participate in
the 2022 Annual General Meeting of the African
Chiropractic Federation, which took place on
September 17 at the Lagoon Spa Hotel.

Secretary-Treasurer, Dr Bridget Bromfield (South
Africa) and Dr Sarah Worthington (Vice-President).
Attendees from Cameroon, Congo, Ghana,
Namibia, Rwanda, South Africa and Uganda all
provided updates on the status of chiropractic in
their respective countries.

The meeting was chaired by ACF President,
Mufudzi Chihambakwe, who despite having had
travel plans unexpectedly curtailed by visa
complications, did an excellent job of ensuring that
proceedings ran smoothly.

At the invitation of the ACF, WFC Secretary-General
Richard Brown delivered an address on the current
global status of the profession.

Dr Chihambakwe was ably supported by

The 2023 AGM will take place in Kigali, Rwanda.

Attendees gathered in Cape Town, South Africa and online to attend the 2022 annual meeting of the African Chiropractic Federation
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WFC Boar d appr oves pr of ession al st an dar ds posit ion st at em en t
At its recent quarterly meeting,
the Board of Directors of the
WFC approved a statement
setting out its position on
professional standards, conduct
and behavior.
Commenting on the adoption of
the statement, WFC
Secretary-General Richard

Brown said, "Throughout the
world, there is an increasing
focus on professional standards.
Expectations of the public have
been heightened by
well-publicized cases where
poor conduct by health
professionals has resulted in
adverse publicity and a

consequent negative impact on
public confidence.
"By setting out clearly our
expectations of chiropractors,
we urge compliance with good
practice and professionalism in
the best interests of patients
and the public."

Posit ion st at em en t on cor e elem en t s of ch ir opr act ic h ealt h car e, h ealt h
pr om ot ion an d pu blic h ealt h pr act ices
WHEREAS chiropractors serve their patients and communities as high value, trusted health
professionals, thus, their actions have an impact on individuals and the public.
AND WHEREAS beneficence is the practice of doing what is in the best interest of health and
well-being for patients and their communities, especially within the context of individual beliefs,
community cultural values, and public health needs.
AND WHEREAS non-maleficence is the practice of doing no harm, including biological, psychological,
and social aspects, a balance must be sought between best outcomes and least harm to individuals
and the public.
AND WHEREAS autonomy is giving people the freedom to choose the interventions that they receive
and to be informed about options and effects; that there must be consideration of all aspects of how
interventions impact the individual and the community.
AND WHEREAS justice ensures fairness for all people, which includes that patients are given fair
treatment regardless of their individual traits, including but not limited to race/ethnicity, religion,
ability, sex/gender, or any other personal characteristic, thus health care providers should
communicate and act with compassion, dignity, and respect.
AND WHEREAS professionalism includes a combination of knowledge, skills, behaviors, and attitudes
that demonstrate competency in a profession, which are essential to the public?s trust; and that
providing best possible chiropractic care uses evidence-based practices, which is the integration of
clinical expertise, best available scientific evidence, and the values and preferences of individuals; and
that chiropractors are important members of the healthcare team which requires effective and
respectful intraprofessional and interprofessional approaches to facilitate optimum outcomes for
individuals and the public.
NOW THEREFORE IT IS THE POSITION THAT the World Federation of Chiropractic recognizes the
combined traits of beneficence, non-maleficence, autonomy, justice, and professionalism are essential
to chiropractic health care, health promotion, and public health practices, and that chiropractors have
the responsibility to provide ethical, professional care and uphold good conduct in all practices.
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WFC Boar d m em ber aw ar ded Qu een's Ju bilee M edal f or
ser vices t o h ealt h car e

Dr Ryan Coster (L) receives the Queen Elizabeth Jubilee Medal from New Brunswick MLA and Minster Daniel Allain

Dr. Ryan Coster, WFC Board
Member and
Secretary-Treasurer has been
recognized for his contribution
to healthcare in his home
province of New Brunswick.
Dr Coster founded and opened
Chiro Clinic Moncton, a

state-of-the-art chiropractic
clinic, located in Moncton, New
Brunswick to provide modern
research-based treatment. An
experienced chiropractor, he is
the current President of the New
Brunswick Chiropractors
Association and is on the Board
of Directors for the World

Federation of Chiropractic,
representing Canada.
For his outstanding service and
leadership in the field of health
care, Dr. Ryan Coster was
awarded the Queen Elizabeth II
Platinum Jubilee Medal.
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We'r e list en in g: ou t com es of a su r vey of WFC st akeh older s
by Rebek ah Wilk s, WFC Policy an d St r at egy Lead
In May, the WFC Board of Directors met for their
first in-person meeting since 2019 in London.
Members took part in multiple strategic
planning exercises reviewing professional
trends, global needs, horizon scanning, and
action steps over three days.
Much of what fueled these discussions were
data and outcomes from direct responses to
member surveys and stakeholder interviews
conducted prior to the meeting.

Additionally, 16 virtual stakeholder interviews
were also conducted in the educational, legal,
clinical practice, and research sectors from 11
different countries and across the spectrum of
chiropractic. The interview questions inquired
about why stakeholders were involved with the
WFC, what was important to their organization,
how the WFC could support them more, how they
would imagine becoming more involved, clarity
and level of agreement on the
mission/vision/principles of the WFC, limiting
factors to the global reach of the WFC, and the
organization?s current online presence.
Su r vey:
Over 95% of the survey respondents agreed on
the WFC?s organizational mission, vision, and
principles. 99.8% of respondents agreed that the
WFC should be promoting evidence-based
practices. 100% agreed that the WFC should be
promoting consistent quality standards in
chiropractic education and that the WFC should
disseminate significant findings from research to
its global stakeholders.

The Board held a series of strategic discussions at its May
2022 Board meeting.

Over view :
Specifically, an English survey was sent to
148 recipients from 89 associations in 87
countries, and a Spanish version was sent to
18 recipients from 13 associations in 13
countries who also received the English
version in April 2022. A total of 62 unique
responses were received. The survey asked
questions pertaining to how the WFC is
currently performing, if the
mission/vision/principles are clear and
agreeable, what the WFC could be doing to
be better, and about the organization?s
current online presence.

Public health advocacy, interprofessional
collaboration, promotion of
legislation/professional regulation, sharing of
best practices, trends, and innovation, were
99.4-100% in agreement.
Virtual resources (website, #BeEPIC campaign,
social media, and QWR) were less followed by
organizations, yet 95% did utilize this in some
form.
St ak eh older In t er view s:
During the stakeholder interviews, respondents
said that they believed the primary function of
the WFC was to provide ?unification across the
world for high-level evidence-based chiropractic
care? and to be a ?sensible, sober, reflective
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We'r e list en in g: ou t com es of a su r vey of WFC st ak eh older s (con t in u ed)
organization that represents the profession to
WHO?.
The #BeEPIC campaign was (almost unanimously)
praised. However, it was suggested several times
that clarification of components of evidence-based
practices should be emphasized, involving patient
preference, clinician expertise, and best available
evidence as many of these components are
perceived as being mis-weighted among divisions
within the profession.
The need to be mindful of "the notion that science
and evidence are not finite but are constantly being
reviewed and updated? was emphasized. Despite
the (almost unanimous) opinion that the greatest
limitation to the WFC is within ourselves, unification

was a common theme.
The WFC was praised as being the premier
?unifying umbrella organization? where high-level
round-table discussions could occur. One
participant stated ?the WFC should be a
welcoming, inclusive, listening, kind, grace-filled
environment - but we still have to have those
hard conversations?.
Many individuals throughout the entire spectrum
of chiropractic philosophy expressed how they
were looking forward to effectively
communicating with one another and being
resources for each other.

When asked what the WFC could do to be better,
a suggestion was made that we could place
?perhaps more emphasis on salutogenic
principles which are important to the identity of
chiropractic?.
Another suggestion requested more
opportunities for regional engagement. (The WFC
is pleased to report we have been in the process
of actively re-initiating the planning phase of
regional seminars.)
We asked stakeholders how the WFC might
provide more value, and it was suggested that a
space be provided to share best practices
between organizations and ?find out who is doing
what really well? with shared knowledge
translation and research. These comments were
exciting to hear as the WFC has been in the
planning stages of a global observatory for
chiropractic and international chiropractic
education alliance which would both fulfill these
requests.
One of the most important aspects of the WFC
was suggested to be our focus on laws of every
country which protect the chiropractors as well as
the patient while promoting standardization of
education and CE quality globally. Within this
context, there was suggestion that as the world is
becoming more global, a formal hierarchy should
be visited relating to WFC involvement with
regional and local leadership.
Concerns were extended about discussions
needed around chiropractic integration and
absorption into medicine with how these impact
identity, bodily autonomy, and with global public
health being laser focused on immunization. The
WFC is again pleased to inform you that the new
public health committee has an exciting agenda
of campaigns planned for the coming months
and years, so stay tuned!
One of the major limiting factors to the WFC?s
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We'r e list en in g: ou t com es of a su r vey of WFC st ak eh older s (con t in u ed)
global reach was noted to be
?bandwidth?, yet many people
were interested in helping. If
given more opportunities to
become involved, stakeholders
mentioned participation in the
form of servant leadership,
various committees, and
?whatever is necessary?. Most
importantly, it was stated that
?what Richard does as one
person is not real?. Material
which is translated into more
languages was another
suggestion which would improve
WFC?s global reach.
When asked why individuals
continued involvement with the
WFC, answers ranged from ?no
other organization has the

reach, impact, or resources for
chiropractic on an international
setting?, to ?it?s the right thing to
do?, to the fact that it provides a
space where ?everyone has a
seat at the table to maintain
balance in such a big tent
organization?.

Syn opsis:
Within the survey and interview
process, the WFC was pleased to
see from participants that there
was a high level of satisfaction
with the current level of services
provided, with online branding,
and with clarity in organizational
presence.

listening to their concerns, and
many were incredibly pleased
with the past biennial congress?
provided by the WFC.
We were also thrilled to see that
most of the suggestions offered
had related initiatives actively
within current planning phases.
We would like to extend the
most sincere expression of
gratitude for all members and
stakeholders who participated in
the survey and interview
process. Without you, there
would be no WFC ? we are all in
this together!

Many stakeholders had the
opinion that the WFC is actively

KEY TAKEAWAY POINTS

95%

support WFC organizational vision, mission and principles

99.8%
100%

agreed that WFC should be promoting evidence-based practices

wanted WFC to promote consistency in chiropractic education and
dissemination of research

95%

utilized WFC resources (social media, website, QWR, #BeEPIC
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WFC w elcom es n ew cor por at e par t n er s
Since the date of the last QWR we are delighted to have welcomed a number of new corporate partners.
We thank them for their generosity and for sharing the mission, vision and principles of the WFC.

PLATINUM CORPORATE PARTNER

SILVER CORPORATE PARTNER

EC Healthcare is Hong Kong's largest
non-hospital medical service provider,
leveraging its core businesses of preventive and
precision medicine, and committing to
developing medical artificial intelligence by
integrating its multi-disciplinary medical
services. The Group?s high-end branding and
quality customer services offer customers safe
and effective medical services with
professionalism. The Group is a constituent
stock of the Hang Seng Composite Index and
the MSCI Hong Kong Small Cap Index.

We listened to you, we understand you, and
we?ve responded. Like you, we were frustrated
by the plethora of problems in spine care. We
needed an easy-to-implement, sustainable
spine program that works. Out of these
pressures, our team of world-class spine
experts crafted our Best Practices Spine Care
Program that helps you bring order to the chaos
of your spine care problems. Together, we work
with your organization and spine care providers
to create better care, better outcomes and
better costs in spine care.

As the nation's largest network of chiropractors,
The Joint Chiropractic prides itself on providing
convenient and affordable chiropractic care
focused on your unique needs and goals.
Whether you?re seeking pain relief or
preventative care, you can expect our
patient-centric approach to be new and
different from any healthcare experience you?ve
had before. Perhaps even life-changing

BRONZE CORPORATE PARTNER

ADVERTORIAL
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Foot Leveler s, In c.
A lif et im e of ser vice, a legacy of in n ovat ion
This year, Foot Levelers, the world?s leading
provider of handcrafted custom flexible
orthotics, celebrates 70 years of service to
the chiropractic community.

In addition to the new chair, Foot Levelers
created an annual $25,000 matching gift that
will be used to further clinical research on
functional orthotic products.

Since our founding in 1952 by visionary
chiropractor Dr. Monte Greenawalt, Foot
Levelers has been honored to support
healthcare innovation, achievement and
education and help chiropractors achieve
optimal treatment results and the highest
level of care for their patients.

Foot Levelers is proud of the longstanding
partnerships with chiropractic institutions,
which shape and advance integrative
healthcare.

We?ve been extremely proud to partner with
the healthcare community through
donations, educational and philanthropic
support and numerous research studies on
key topics.
To demonstrate our commitment to
elevating chiropractic care, we?ve donated
millions of dollars to chiropractic colleges
and research. In May we created a new
$500,000 endowed chair at Northwestern

A r ecogn ized leader in in n ovat ion
We?ve developed a number of ?firsts? in global
health: the first truly custom flexible orthotic,
the first casting in foam methodology and the
first 3D scanner, among others.
Our hand-crafted custom flexible orthotics
have always been the only ones that support
all three arches of the foot to stabilize he
entire body for total body health.
Our custom flexible orthotics are backed by
proven science and multiple clinical research
studies, case studies and white papers.
Through our many patents and ongoing
advancement, millions of patients around the
world have experienced better health,
increased mobility and an improved quality of
life.
To celebrate our 70th anniversary, Foot

Northwestern Health Sciences University, Bloomington,
Minnesota

Health Sciences University to help advance
the field of biomechanics. The chair position
was awarded to Dr. Andrew Klein, D.C.,
DACBSP, CSCS, director of NWHSU?s Human
Performance Center since 2020.

ADVERTORIAL
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Foot

Leveler s, In c.
A lif et im e of ser vice, a legacy of in n ovat ion (con t in u ed)
Levelers has taken its most prescribed
custom flexible orthotic, InMotion®, and
introduced advanced materials and
features to create InMotion+? .
Meticulously crafted and rigorously tested,
the InMotion+ custom flexible orthotic
takes performance to an unprecedented
level.
InMotion+ offers 47% more shock
absorption and 130% more propulsion

We?re proud to have made an impact on the
lives of millions of people around the globe
and to help empower them to live their
healthiest lifestyles.
From our founding in 1952 in Dubuque, Iowa
to our third-generation company based in
Roanoke, VA, Foot Levelers has eagerly
looked to the future with an eye for
innovation and a commitment to love and
service.

Foot Levelers' innovative
InMotion®+ orthotic

than our InMotion custom flexible orthotic and
is ideal for all patients, especially those who
want to boost their energy and stamina.
It has a Far Infrared Ray (FIR) top cover to
redirect energy back into the body to enhance
muscle elasticity and performance.
InMotion+ is also recommended for patients
who stand on their feet much of the day and
need maximum comfort and support.
Seven t y year s an d w e?r e ju st get t in g st ar t ed!

We?re a dedicated partner helping healthcare
providers get the maximum benefit and
value from our products and services and
build their practices. Thank you for your trust
in us, and we?re excited about what we?ll
continue to accomplish together.
To learn more about partnering with Foot
Levelers, please visit footlevelers.com or call
+1 800.553.4860.
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WFC an d F4CP join f or ces t o declar e Oct ober Global
Ch ir opr act ic Aw ar en ess M on t h
The Foundation for Chiropractic Progress (F4CP), a
not-for-profit organization dedicated to educating
the public about the value of chiropractic care, and
the World Federation of Chiropractic (WFC), whose
mission is to advance awareness, utilization and
integration of chiropractic internationally, has
announced a joint resolution designating October
as Global Chiropractic Health Month.
According to a 2019 study, there are more than
103,000 chiropractors worldwide and chiropractic
education is offered at 52 institutions around the
world. Direct access to chiropractic services is
estimated to be available in 90% of countries, and
services are partially or fully covered by
government and/or private health insurers in
more than half of the countries. With this
worldwide growth of the profession, the resolution
supports continued efforts to advance awareness,
utilization and integration of chiropractic care
worldwide through collaboration and mutual
support between two leading chiropractic
organizations.
?Although our awareness and education efforts are
currently focused on the U.S., we recognize that
chiropractic care helps millions of people
worldwide with the relief of neuromusculoskeletal
pain and disability and to achieve their health and
wellness goals,? said Sherry McAllister, DC,
president of F4CP. ?That is why we are proud to
partner with the leading global chiropractic
organization, the WFC, on this important
resolution so we can collectively draw further
attention to the significant worldwide need for the
safe, natural and effective care delivered by
chiropractors in more than 90 countries.?
Coin cidin g w it h Wor ld Spin e Day
Globally, there were approximately 1.3 billion
prevalent cases, 121,300 deaths and 138.7 million
disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) attributed to
musculoskeletal disorders in 2017, with low back

pain cited as the most common related condition,
accounting for more than one third (36.8%) of all
complaints. With this upward trend, there is a
greater need for chiropractic services than ever
before.
The F4CP-WFC resolution recognizes that
investment in knowledge, skills and effective care
will help to address the worldwide burden of
neuromusculoskeletal pain and disability. The
resolution also recognizes that World Spine Day,
coordinated by the WFC and believed to be the
largest interprofessional global public health event
dedicated to promoting spinal health and
well-being, occurs during Global Chiropractic
Health Month. Held on October 16 each year, the
event raises awareness of the permeative and
diverse nature of spinal pain and disability as part
of the global burden of disease and addresses the
need for access to evidence-based spinal
healthcare and rehabilitation. The theme of this
year ?s World Spine Day is ?Every Spine Counts.?
?For World Spine Day and throughout this
dedicated month, WFC and F4CP will collaborate in
building support, resources, knowledge-sharing
and representation of chiropractic care to promote
health initiatives on global, national, regional and
local platforms,? said WFC President Dr. John
Maltby, DC. ?We will also celebrate the work of
chiropractors, who adopt evidence-based,
people-centered, interprofessional and
collaborative approaches to health and care that
optimize health and well-being globally.?
Importantly, the resolution notes, promotion of
the benefits of chiropractic care will emphasize
diversity, equity, inclusion and knowledge
translation to empower the profession for
maximum impact worldwide.
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Pu blic Healt h Com m it t ee: ph ysical act ivit y cam paign u pdat e
by Clair e Joh n son , Ch air , WFC PHC
Chiropractic is a health profession concerned with
musculoskeletal disorders, the function of the
nervous system, and general health, thus
chiropractic can have a tremendous impact on
physical activity. Research has shown that lack of
regular physical activity is associated not only with
spine concerns like back pain, but other health
conditions. According to World Health
Organization ?Regular physical activity is proven to
help prevent and manage noncommunicable
diseases (NCDs) such as heart disease, stroke,
diabetes and several cancers. It also helps prevent
hypertension, maintain healthy body weight and
can improve mental health, quality of life and
well-being.?
Physical activity is integral to what chiropractors
do with patients. For example, we instruct patients
about exercises to reduce pain, increase strength,
improve function, and enhance daily activities. We
also use activity to measure our patients?progress.
We track patients?physical activities, which are
influenced by pain as well as function. Chiropractic
care reduces pain and restores function, which
helps patients to have greater capacity to do
exercise and enjoy life.
The WFC?s recent position statement includes
support of the World Health Organization activity
guidelines and states that ?chiropractors play an

important role in the support and promotion of
physical activity with their patients and their
communities?Therefore, it is important for all
chiropractors to know about this information.
Through 2023, the World Federation of
Chiropractic Public Health Committee is offering
an educational campaign and urging chiropractors
around the world to share vital information about
physical activity with their patients and
communities.
What you can do:
1.Obt ain t h e Ph ysical Act ivit y f lier . This is
available for free on the WFC Public Health page in
English, Spanish, and French. Share this
information with your patients, which shows how
much activity they need to do.
2.Sh ow you r dedicat ion. Sign up to include your
name on the WFC Public Health page to show that
you support this global chiropractic effort to
improve physical activity.
Whether your chiropractic practice is
spine-focused, general practice, or you specialize
in athletes, children, workers, older adults, or
others, physical activity plays a key role in serving
all people. Participating in the WFC Physical Activity
campaign is a wonderful way for all of us to
educate and offer outreach in our communities.
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WFC Sec-Gen gu est of UCC f or w h it e coat cer em on y
The Universidad del Central Caribe (UCC), located
on the Caribbean island of Puerto Rico, is the sole
accredited chiropractic program in the Latin
American region, having been successfully
accredited by the Council on Chiropractic Education
(USA) in 2021. Earlier this year, UCC saw its first
chiropractic cohort graduate from the institution,
which offers a range of health sciences and health
professions programs including medicine on its
Bayamon campus.
In September 2022, WFC Secretary-General Richard
Brown was a guest of the university as it celebrated
its White Coat Ceremony. The newest cohort of first
year students, with their families proudly looking
on, crossed the stage to receive their white coats
from Dr Brown along with other marks of their
status as chiropractic students.
Dr Brown also presented an address to the
assembled students, families and faculty, where he
spoke about the importance of legacy and learning,
the importance of community, mindset, teamwork
and authenticity.
While at UCC, Dr Brown was also part of a panel
discussion, attended by the whole chiropractic
student cohort, where he spoke of the importance
of professionalism, patient trust and
evidence-based, people-centered, interprofessional
and collaborative care.
Speaking after his visit, Dr Brown said, "UCC clearly
has an excellent chiropractic program, which is
underpinned by strong leadership and dedicated
faculty. In particular, I would like to pay tribute to
UCC President, Dr Waleska Crespo, and the Director
of Clinics and Research, Dr Mayda Serrano, for their
tireless work in advancing the chiropractic agenda in
Puerto Rico and for their uncompromising
dedication in instilling the highest standards in their
graduates. I am most grateful for their generous
hospitality."

Above: Images from the UCC White Coat Ceremony and tour
of the university.
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David O'Br yon r et ir es f r om ACC: r ef lect ion s on f ou r decades
of ser vice
In Ju ly, David O'Br yon JD, CAE, st epped dow n f r om
h is r ole as Pr esiden t of t h e Associat ion of
Ch ir opr act ic Colleges (ACC). To m ar k h is
r et ir em en t , t h e QWR in t er view ed h im t o f in d ou t
m or e abou t h is f ascin at in g lif e an d car eer in
ch ir opr act ic an d in t h e h igh est ech elon s of
Am er ican polit ics.
David O'Bryon grew up in the U.S. capital city of
Washington DC. President Richard Nixon lived two
doors down and he remembers growing up with the
Nixon children, recalling that the first color television
set he ever saw, in the mid 1950s, was in the
basement of the Nixon house.
His was a close knit family, with his grandfather,
General Myron Cramer, living just a couple of blocks
away. At that point, he had returned from the Tokyo
War Trials, where he had served as a American Judge
for 31 months.
After attending Gettysberg College, Mr O'Bryon
graduated with a Bachelors in Government Relations.
Still in his twenties, he was mentored by a Senator,
Charles Mathias (Maryland) and became an aide de
camp on the staff of Congressional Representative
Gilbert Gude. He then worked for his successor,
Newton Steers. He worked in Congress for most of the
seventies and studied for a law degree at night.
It was when working with one of his law professor that
he was introduced to Harry Rosenfield, who at the
time was serving as the general counsel to the
American Chiropractic Association (ACA). One thing led
to another, and in 1980 Mr O'Bryon joined the ACA
staff as its first full time advocate in Congress.
He continued working for the ACA until 1985. During
this time, he wrote the District of Columbia
independent chiropractic Board, scope of practice bill
and ancillary procedures bill. He left the employment
of the ACA in 1985 to become an independent
consultant, but continued to serve the ACA until the

David O'Bryon was a regular member of the WFC
delegation to the World Health Assembly and WHO.

mid-1990s as part of his association
management company.
During this time, the U.S. chiropractic colleges
would often come to the ACA seeking help and
Mr O'Bryon was contracted to provide advice
and assistance. This provided him with unique
institutional memory and close relations with
generations of college presidents, including Carl
Cleveland II, Joseph Janse, Ernest Napolitano
and every college president at Northwestern
University of Health Sciences (then
Northwestern College of Chiropractic) since its
inception.
At this time, the Association of Chiropractic
Colleges, which had formed in the late 1980s,
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David O'Br yon r et ir es f r om ACC: Ref lect ion s on f ou r decades of ser vice
(con t in u ed)
had no staff members, with the presidents
sourcing their own administration from year to
year. The organization was a successor to the
more informal Association of College Presidents, a
loose body that had never been formally
incorporated.
In 1995-96, the ACC considered it time to acquire
some formal support, and Mr O'Bryon was
approached by the then president of the ACC,
Reed Phillips, vice-president George Goodman
from Logan College of Chiropractic and Secretary,
ACA Past President Ken Padgett.
Reflecting on his career, Mr O'Bryon considers that
a number of individuals have been influential in
his career. In particular, George Goodman was a
close colleague, particularly when lobbying for and
passing cultural authority-changing legislation with
the Veterans Administration, walking the marble
halls of Congress and working with
representatives from Goodman's home state of
Missouri.
In professionalizing the ACC, Mr O'Bryon became
involved in developing its annual congress,
including the provision of networking
opportunities for college staff. At the same time
funding became available to develop research
agendas. The two congresses eventually came
together to form the ACC RAC Congress.
Mr O'Bryon comments, "Wherever we went in
those days, it was research that was important.
With research to back up what we were claiming,
our work in government became far easier. Since
that time, we now have lots of researchers doing
lots of research and without a doubt, research has
been very important. Through our work, in the late
1990s we were able to obtain $2m in grants
specifically for chiropractic research each year for
a number of years. This funding was critical in
demonstrating that we were a legitimate
organization."

David O'Bryon speaking at LIfe University circa 2012

Mr O'Bryon recalls that a number of very significant
studies came out of the grants obtained during this
time. However, with changing administrations, the
funding dried up and alternative strategies had to
be sought.
"Standardization of the education process and the
evolution of evidence-based education that other
health disciplines would recognize was most
important. Chiropractic was recognized by
Medicare in 1974. The recognition of CCE by the
federal government followed and this has
continued to improve, particularly under the
leadership of Dr Craig Little, whose work has been
phenomenal."
During these years, the long-running antitrust suit
of Wilk et al v. AMA was ongoing and Mr O'Bryon
pays tribute to those who sacrificed years of their
lives to doggedly pursue the case. While he says
there was little direct contact, he was well aware of
the activities of the AMA that were being
prosecuted in the background as an attempt to
undermine the chiropractic profession.
Mr O'Bryon remembers, "In those days the AMA
was all powerful and I was a group of one. Many
times when having to deal with any matter
involving the AMA, I very much felt like I was the
last man standing."
Asked about what he considers to have been his
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David O'Br yon r et ir es f r om ACC: Ref lect ion s on f ou r decades of ser vice
(con t in u ed)
care for veterans.
"These chiropractors have added so much cultural
authority for the profession," says Mr O'Bryon.
"When you think that 60% of medical trainees go
through a VA facility, the exposure to chiropractic
services that they're getting because of this is
phenomenal."

David O'Bryon worked with the ACC from the mid 1990s

greatest achievement, Mr O'Bryon considers
that it was when the chiropractic profession
moved into the Veterans Administration (VA)
and active duty military.
"I put 30 years in before we were able to be
successful. This included an eight-year
demonstration project with the military, which
started in ten locations and subsequently
added another three. Strom Thurmond, chair of
the Armed Services Committee was an
outstanding advocate for us. Efficacy and
practicality of chiropractic was front and center
and a Department of Defense commissioned
study showed that at each of the 13 bases the
top ranked health professional was the
chiropractor."
Mr O'Bryon recalls how with the utmost political
manoeuvring to obtain adequate funding to
support the bill, the VA project started with just
a total of 18 chiropractors being hired. Today,
that program has over 300 staff chiropractors
and figures for 2021 alone demonstrate
outsourcing over $120m worth of chiropractic

In commenting on today's chiropractic profession,
Mr O'Bryon acknowledges the challenges of the
pandemic and its consequences. He sees the
provision of remote care as being here to stay and
that the chiropractic profession must adapt to
remain current and relevant in the healthcare
market. He also sees changes in and around the
demographics of patients being seen by
chiropractors, recognizing the need to embed
cultural competency and care of the ageing
population.
As he steps away from the chiropractic profession,
Mr O'Bryon looks forward to the next chapter in his
life. He is researching his grandfather 's biography
and is continuing his work with other organizations.
The WFC thanks Mr O'Bryon for his outstanding
service and wishes him well for the future.

David O'Bryon with Richard Brown at his retirement
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ACA h ost s st u den t leader sh ip con f er en ce at UWS
At the end of September, ACA hosted its annual
Student Leadership Conference at the University of
Western States (UWS) in Portland, Oregon, USA.
The theme for this year ?s conference was ?Authentic
Acceptance: Come As You Are,? and the event
featured two days of educational and networking
opportunities for chiropractic students from across
the U.S.
Speakers included UWS President, Dr Joseph
Brimhall, who presented an address entitled
'Leadership in Chiropractic for the 21st Century."
Students heard from ACA leadership and a variety of
speakers about topics including inequities in health
care, inclusive leadership and more.
Subjects tackled during the conference were LGBTQ+
issues, inclusive leadership, centering marginalized
communities, and advanced training opportunities
for integrated chiropractic careers.
Student National Executive Board members greet
conference attendees at the registration desk

CM CC t o h ost 2023 PIE Con f er en ce
The Process of Integrating Evidence (PIE)
conference for 2023 has been announced.
The location of the conference, aimed at CIH
Educators, will be Canadian Memorial
Chiropractic College, Toronto, Canada. It will take
place July 13-15, 2023.
Previous attendee and CMCC Associate Professor,
Alex Lee, commented, "The PIE conference gave
me the skills and confidence to teach
evidence-informed practice in the teaching clinic."
I?m a clinical educator and I attended the
"Teaching Track" at the 2021 PIE Conference.
What I liked most about PIE was the small group
learning.

PIE gave me the opportunity to work
collaboratively with my small group to explore
different evidence-informed practice (EIP) topics
and try different techniques to teach these
concepts to clinical learners. I recommend the
teaching track at the PIE Conference to clinical
educators who want to learn new EIP skills".
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On t ar io associat ion an d CM CC par t n er on con t in u in g
edu cat ion cou r se t o h elp ch ir opr act or s w or ldw ide addr ess
t h e opioid cr isis
According to the World Health
Organization (WHO), ?the
number of opioid overdoses has
increased in recent years in
several countries, in part due to
the increased use of opioids in
the management of chronic
pain.? [1]
Back pain has been reported in
over half of all regular opioid
users, according to a 2015
review in The BMJ. [2] It is also
one of the most common
diagnoses emergency and family
physicians cite for prescribing
opioids, according to a 2018
study in CMAJOpen. [3]
In recognizing the important
role chiropractors can play in
addressing the rising opioid
crisis, the Ontario Chiropractic
Association (OCA) worked with
medical professionals to
develop the Opioid and Pain
Reduction Collaborative. It is
designed to help chiropractors
and other manual therapists
co-ordinate care plans with a
physician or nurse practitioner
(NP) to manage their shared
patients?chronic back, shoulder,
and neck pain while tapering
their opioid use.
The Collaborative includes ?The
Role of Chiropractic in Opioid
Use Reduction?online course,

developed by the OCA and the
Canadian Memorial Chiropractic
College (CMCC). Launched in
January 2022, this continuing
education (CE) course helps
practitioners safeguard their
patients?health and foster
collaboration with prescribing
professionals to manage,
reduce, or eliminate opioid
dependency.
Using 3D character animation,
the course illustrates identifiable
patterns, includes interactive
simulations, and suggests
optimal scenarios for engaging
patients and their health care
providers that lead to the best
outcomes. To date, over 130
people have taken this course
and feedback has been positive,
with an average satisfaction
rating of 4.2/5.
In addition, the OCA hired the
Centre for Effective Practice
(CEP) to develop the ?Manual
Therapy as an Evidence-Based
Referral for Musculoskeletal
Pain?clinical tool to inform
physicians and NPs with the
best available evidence.The CEP
tool played a key role in
informing the CE course. The
OCA also produced the
?Chiropractor ?s Pain Reduction
Toolkit?as part of the
Collaborative?s library of

resources.
To enrol in the course,visit
ce.cmcc.ca.To learn more about
OCA?s Collaborative, visit
bit.ly/OPR_Col.
Ref er en ces:
[1] World Health Organization.
(2021). Opioid overdose.
[2] Deyo, R.A., Von Korff, M.,
Duhrkoop, D. (2015).Opioids for
low back pain. BMJ.(350):g6380.
[3] Borgundvaag, B., McLeod, S.,
Khuu, W., Varner, C., Tadrous, M.
and Gomes, T. (2018).Opioid
prescribing and adverse events
in opioid-naive patients treated
by emergency physicians versus
family physicians: a
population-based cohort
study.CMAJOpen. 6(1):
E110-E117.

The OCA and CMCC are working
collaboratively to reduce opioid use
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Kaeser n am ed Dean of UWS College of Ch ir opr act ic
Dr. Martha (Marty) Kaeser has been named
the new Dean of the College of Chiropractic at
University of Western States. She replaces Dr.
Kathleen Galligan, who retired after serving in
the role from 2018-2022.
?Dr. Kaeser has a strong background in health
care education and is known and appreciated
by our community,? said Dr. Dana Sims, UWS
provost. ?With her understanding of the
university mission and vision as well as her
collaborative style, we look forward to
continued excellence in chiropractic education
under her leadership.?
Dr. Kaeser previously served as UWS associate
dean since 2018. Dr. Kaeser is a collaborator,
a listener and a contributor with a strong
record of research, publication and
presentation. She holds a chiropractic degree,
a master ?s degree in adult education and
bachelor ?s degrees in life science, special
education and anthropology.
?I am greatly honored to be entrusted with the
dean position in the college of chiropractic,?
said Dr. Kaeser. ?I am in awe of how hard the
faculty and staff work to ensure that there is a
deliberate focus on students and the core
values. Additionally, I am excited to continue
the good work of being student focused,

Dr Marty Kaeser is the new Dean of the College of
Chiropractic at UWS
innovative and creative. I could not ask for a
better job or work with a better group of
people.?
Prior to her work at UWS, Dr. Kaeser served
Logan University in a variety of roles including
assistant dean, director of academic assessment
and clinical assessment skills center director.

Vet er an edu cat or h on or ed in Cape Tow n

Chris Yelverton with Kendrah Da Silva

The Head of Chiropractic at the
University of Johannesburg, Dr Chris
Yelverton, has been acknowledged
for his outstanding services to the
chiropractic profession in South
Africa.

to education and his contribution as
Chair of the ALlied Health
Professions Council of South Africa
and the Vice President of the
European Council on Chiropractic
Education.

At the recent gala dinner of the
Chiropractic Association of South
Africa (CASA), Dr Yelverton received
honorary lifetime membership of
CASA, recognizing both his services

Paying tribute to his achievements,
Past CASA President, Kendrah Da
Silva spoke of her admiration for his
work and the appreciation of the
whole profession in South Africa.
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AECC UC open s n ew In t egr at ed Reh abilit at ion Cen t r e
The official opening of a new multi-million dollar
Integrated Research Center at AECC University
College, the longest established provider of
chiropractic education in Europe, took place
earlier this month.
Along with other national and international
stakeholders, WFC Secretary-General Richard
Brown attended the opening ceremony of the IRC,
which included presentations by Paralympic Gold
Medalist, Danny Crates and a patient advocacy
representative, both of whom talked movingly
about their experiences of integrated
rehabilitation.
The IRC project received funding from Dorset
Local Enterprise Partnership and further develops
existing partnerships with NHS Dorset. AECC UC
already serves as an NHS first contact practitioner
site for those with musculoskeletal disorders but
will expand its provision further through
community access to rehabilitation services. What
is particularly noteworthy about this project is
that those groups who need rehabilitation most,
particularly those from deprived socioeconomic
areas, will be able to access the services being
offered. While the UK is not an LMIC, like many
high-income nations, it nevertheless has pockets

Vice Chancellor Lesley Haig, Chair of Governors Jeni Bremner,
Paralympian athlete Danny Crates and Councillor Nigel Hedges
at the opening of the center.

of deprivation and need, and this new IRC will
focus on delivering the highest-quality,
evidence-based, people-centered services to
those who need it most.
It is estimated that 2.4 billion people globally
suffer with conditions for which rehabilitation
would be beneficial. There is a vast unmet need
for rehabilitation services, particularly in low and
middle income countries, but also in deprived
and socioeconomically challenged parts of high
income countries.
Speaking after the event, Richard Brown said:
"The WFC endorses rehabilitation as a core
component of the delivery of evidence-based,
people-centered services provided by
chiropractors. This integrated center will
showcase the value of rehabilitation in the
community and provide access to life-changing
care to people who most need it. We offer our
congratulations to Vice-Chancellor Professor
Lesley Haig and her team who made this vision a
reality."

The muiti-million dollar center stands on the site of a former
primary school opposite the main AECC UC campus.
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In -dept h in t er view w it h Pet r a Sch w ein h ar dt
Dr Pet r a Sch w ein h ar dt is t h e n ew ly appoin t ed
h ead of ch ir opr act ic at t h e Un iver sit y of
Zu r ich . On beh alf of t h e QWR, t h e Sw iss
Associat ion of Ch ir opr act or s sat dow n t o f in d
ou t m or e abou t Pr of essor Sch w ein h ar dt an d
h er vision f or ch ir opr act ic in Sw it zer lan d.
ChiroSuisse congratulates Petra Schweinhardt, MD
PhD, on her appointment as Associate Professor
of Chiropractic Medicine at Balgrist University
Hospital. ChiroSuisse is delighted with her
appointment and wanted to know from her how
she now approaches everyday professional life
and what her strategy is for teaching chiropractic.
Qu est ion : Pet r a, con gr at u lat ion s on you r
appoin t m en t ! Un t il n ow , you w er e Head of
Resear ch in Ch ir opr act ic M edicin e at Balgr ist
Un iver sit y Hospit al. Wh at w ill you t ack le f ir st
as Associat e Pr of essor of Ch ir opr act ic M edicin e
an d h ow w ill you r pr of ession al lif e ch an ge?
Petra Schweinhardt: Thank you for the
congratulations! I'll start with the second part of
the question: When I took over the overall
directorship of the Department of Chiropractic
Medicine at Balgrist University Hospital ad interim
in March of this year, my professional routine
changed a lot at that time.
In addition to my duties as Head of Research and
my work as a junior house officer in the
chiropractic teaching clinic, I am now also
responsible for the overall management of the
department. With the beginning of the
professorship, mainly university tasks are now
added, including the internal and external
representation of the chair.
One of the first things I completed was to
restructure our department to reflect our four
core areas organizationally. These four core areas
are: the study program, the teaching clinic, the
polyclinic and research. There are different 'first
tasks' in each of the four core areas. A basic

principle I follow is to intensify the exchange
between the four areas.
Wh at w ill ch an ge f or ch ir opr act ic st u den t s?
Ar e you in t r odu cin g n ew m odu les in t h e
cou r se?
First of all, I would like to state that the study
program is working very well and there is no
reason for drastic action.
Of course, I want to further develop the study
program and set new focus: On the one hand, my
team and I plan to further develop the methods
for teaching manual techniques.
In this area, there are great possibilities to enrich
the teaching with technical gadgets and to
support motor learning, e.g. through immediate
visual feedback of the force-time profile of a
manual impulse applied by the practitioner.
In addition, we would like to anchor the topic of
'pain' longitudinally in the curriculum. And we will
also give more space to the topic of
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professionalism and ethics. The new catalog of
teaching objectives provides us with the
framework, and since we are in the middle of
implementing it, we can start directly with these
projects.

considerable extent, in each of us. Thus, in
principle, they should always be kept in mind when
a practitioner encounters a patient with pain. How
important these mental processes are then
depends on the individual case.

You st u died h u m an m edicin e in Ger m an y
an d com plet ed you r doct or at e in t h e f ield of
ch ild an d adolescen t psych iat r y. How did you
get in t o ch ir opr act ic? Wh er e do you see
in t er f aces bet w een m en t al h ealt h an d
ch ir opr act ic?

You h ave been a m em ber of t h e In t er n at ion al
Associat ion f or t h e St u dy of Pain (IASP) f or abou t 10
year s an d h ave also r eceived an aw ar d f or pain
r esear ch . In w h ich ar ea do you w an t t o deepen t h e
r esear ch on ch ir opr act ic at Balgr ist ?

I have been doing pain research for a long time,
with a focus on 'mind-body medicine'. I have
been increasingly disturbed by the fact that
musculoskeletal pain is the largest group of
complaints leading to a reduction in quality of
life, and at the same time relatively few
breakthroughs have been made in our
understanding of these types of pain. This,
combined with the traditional holistic,
patient-centered approach of chiropractic, in
which I find a lot of 'mind-body medicine',
ultimately led me to study chiropractic medicine
as well.
The most important interface between
chiropractic and mental health, in my opinion,
lies in the nature of pain itself. Mental
processes influence the experience of pain to a

We have two main areas of research: firstly, the
development and maintenance of back pain, with
a focus on the interaction between higher centers
of the nervous system and the tissues in the
periphery, and secondly, the mechanisms of action
of chiropractic treatment methods.
Ch ir oSu isse r epr esen t s pr act ically all
ch ir opr act or s w or k in g in Sw it zer lan d. How do
you en visage f u t u r e cooper at ion ? How can you
en su r e t h at r esear ch also dir ect ly ben ef it s
ch ir opr act or s in pr act ice?
I strive for constructive cooperation at eye level.
We would like to give clinically active chiropractors
the opportunity to share topics that they
encounter in their clinical everyday life and that
they consider as under-researched. In order for
this exchange to take place, we would like to
establish a forum, for example at the annual
congress. Another obvious interface is between
undergraduate education, which is the
responsibility of our study program, and
postgraduate education, which is largely provided
by clinically active chiropractors. Here, too, we will
actively seek exchange.
How f ar can f u t u r e r esear ch con t r ibu t e t o t h e
eviden ce f or t h e ef f ect iven ess of ch ir opr act ic?
Wh at ar e im por t an t st at em en t s f r om r esear ch
t h at legit im ize t h e expan sion of ch ir opr act ic?

Balgrist University Hospital, University of Zurich

Again, I would like to start with the second
question. Conservative treatment approaches,
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including patient education,
manual methods and active
lifestyle guidance, are shown to
be effective and cost-efficient for
many patients with
musculoskeletal pain. These
findings already legitimize the
expansion of chiropractic,
especially if chiropractic
consistently implements these
three approaches. With regard
to the first question, it depends
very much on how reductionist
one approaches the matter. As I
said, it is clear that for many

patients with musculoskeletal
complaints a three-part 'package
of care' is effective. Whether and
to what extent the individual
components would be effective
if they could be scientifically
investigated in double-blind
studies are questions to which
answers are still pending.
Per son al in f or m at ion
Petra Schweinhardt, MD PhD,
studied human medicine at the
Ruprecht-Karls University in
Heidelberg, Germany, and

chiropractic medicine at the
University of Zurich, Switzerland.
She also holds a PhD (?DPhil?) in
Neuroscience from the
University of Oxford, England.
Petra has been working at
Balgrist University Hospital since
2016. In 2017, she took over as
Head of Research of the
Department of Chiropractic
Medicine at Balgrist University
Hospital. On September 1, 2022
she was appointed Chair of
Chiropractic Medicine at Balgrist
University Hospital, Zurich.

M cTim on ey celebr at es 50t h an n iver sar y w it h n ew M adr id cam pu s
McTimoney College of Chiropractic (MCC), part of
the College of Health, is celebrating its 50th
anniversary this year.
In June graduates from every decade since MCC
was formed, as well as current students, attended
the birthday celebrations.
Fittingly, in another milestone event, MCC has
also announced that it will be opening a new
campus in Madrid, Spain, adding to existing
campus locations in Abingdon, just outside
Oxford in the heart of England and central
Manchester in the north of the United Kingdom.
Located in Madrid?s University Town district, MCC
will be welcoming its pioneer cohort in October
2022.
The Madrid campus will deliver the College?s full
time Master of Chiropractic (MChiro) program,
which is validated by the University of Ulster, a
prestigious British University with a strong focus
on healthcare and in the top 10 British
universities for their research pedigree.
Based on its decade of experience in managing
two locations in the UK, MCC is looking forward to

The Madrid campus will be the third teaching location for
McTimoney College of Chiropractic

expanding the College and delivering our
program in Spain?s capital city to help further the
development of the chiropractic profession there.
In further developments, a collaboration
between the McTimoney College of Chiropractic
in Madrid and the Jiménez Díaz Foundation has
been announced. The Foundation is
internationally renowned and seen as a pioneer
in biomedical research.
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IM U an d Ton ik Asia Gr ou p agr eem en t cr eat e oppor t u n it ies
f or ch ir opr act ic st u den t s
Tonik Asia Group Sdn Bhd (TAGS) and the
International Medical University (IMU) recently
entered into an agreement with the aim of
providing holistic Chiropractic training and
teaching to their students in Malaysia.
This collaboration is the first of its kind in
Malaysia as IMU, the sole academic Chiropractic
program provider in Southeast Asia extends its
curriculum to formally collaborate with a
Chiropractic service provider to offer clinical
attachments and a mobility program for their
Chiropractic students.
Under this partnership, students from the
Bachelor of Science (Hons) in Chiropractic
program at the university will undergo hands-on
practical sessions at TAGS facilities across the
country. As part of Clinical Skills Development,
students will undergo both mobility programs
and at a later stage, clinical attachments
supervised by senior chiropractors at TAGS
facilities.
The program targets to have at least 100
students go through these sessions over the next

MOU signing: ·Dr Savitha Dharan, Chief Operating Officer,
TAGS, Anwar Anis, Director, TAGS, Professor Dr Abdul Aziz
Baba, Vice-Chancellor, IMU Associate Professor Dr Ranjit De
Alwis, Director, Centre for Complementary and Alternative
Medicine, IMU

5 years, for the mobility program alone.
Professor Abdul Aziz Baba, Vice-Chancellor of IMU
said ?By their final semester, students are expected
to display a high level of competency in patient
assessment and care as well as a high level of
professionalism, ethics, interprofessional
collaboration and co-management. We believe that
partnership programs like this will allow our
students to employ the appropriate assessments
on patients in real life. Hands-on training within a
clinical setting is key in ensuring our students have
the right skills to start their chiropractic practices.?
He added that TAGS?nationwide presence is
beneficial in this collaboration with IMU as it allows
for students originating from all over the country
to access clinical attachments with ease based on
their locations.
Dr Savitha Dharan, Chief Operating Officer TAGS
said ?TAGS has 25 years of Chiropractic experience,
and we have seen a rising trend in the recent years
as people shift towards healthcare that is more
consumer driven.
More patients are choosing alternative types of
healthcare like chiropractic treatment for
rehabilitation and recovery versus consuming
medication. chiropractic care is increasingly
receiving validation as an effective form of
management for low back pain and a variety of
other neuromusculoskeletal conditions. For TAGS,
this partnership serves as testament to this shifting
trend and we are proud to be able to play a part in
moulding future chiropractor practitioners in the
country?.
IMU and TAGS aim to kickstart the program in
January 2023, where students will be able to opt to
be placed at TAGS facilities for practical training
and exposure during their semester breaks.
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Teesside f or ges n ew global con n ect ion s an d pr oject s
Head of Ch ir opr act ic Dan iel M oor e r epor t s on n ew in it iat ives
Teesside University hosts the newest chiropractic
program in the United Kingdom. Daniel Moore,
head of chiropractic, reports that 2022 has been
a busy and exciting year for chiropractic at the
university.
As well as further developing its course and
closing admissions early for a second year in a
row (a positive signal chiropractic admissions are
strong), Teesside has been looking out into the
world of chiropractic to see where strategic
partnerships can be developed.
In August 2022, Dr Moore flew out to Kuala
Lumpur to visit the chiropractic degree course at
the International Medical University (IMU) and act
as its external examiner.
The program director and WFC Public Health
Committee member, Yi Kai Wong, and Dr Moore
explored ways the two institutions could work
together in the future to support our students
culturally, and clinically over time.
Dr Moore said, "I look forward to discussing
further student mobility opportunities between
IMU and Teesside University. Melissa Kioh (IMU
Lecturer and WFC Research Committee member)
and I also looked at how we could develop a
research collaboration between the two
institutions. It is refreshing to meet people with
such a positive outlook on global integration and
collaboration. This activity has such a positive
impact on our institutions and the chiropractic
profession".
Teesside Lecturer and WFC Public Health
Committee member Faye Deane is also looking at
a student mobility program in Africa. Details and
logistics are being worked through and will be
reported at a later date.
Speaking of the global connections being built at
Teesside, Dr Moore commented further: "This
international experience has very much

Teeside University is the most recent higher education institution to
open a chiropractic program.

supported my understanding of the benefit
knowledge exchange can create across the
profession internationally".
Further domestic collaborative initiatives have
recently taken place in the UK with other education
leaders. These have included co-authoring the
Outcomes for Chiropractic Graduates 2022 with the
UK?s Forum of Chiropractic Deans, as well as
working in consultation with the General
Chiropractic Council to create a new set of
Education Standards for our regulator.
"It is vital to share this activity with countries whose
statutory regulation is less advanced," said Dr
Moore. "Regulation can in part be driven by
education, and I believe it is important, as a
profession, that we look outwards and see how we
can support those countries that require support. I
know the WFC are driven towards similar objectives,
and I look forward to supporting their activity into
the future".
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Par ker Un iver sit y at Team USA Olym pic Tr ain in g Cen t er
President of Parker University, Dr William E.
Morgan, recently led a delegation to visit the U.S.
Olympic and Paralympic Training Center in
Colorado Springs.
While at the center, the delegation was given a tour
of the training facilities, physiology labs and human
performance facility.
Parker University continues to seek out
partnerships and learning opportunities from high
performance organizations as it constantly
modernizes and innovates its facilities, clinics, and
educational programs.
Dr Morgan commented, "We wanted to understand
what's valuable and what is most important in the
field of human performance. We hope to bring
what we learned here back to Parker to implement
in our education and clinical experiences."
Among others, the Parker delegation met with Dr
Amber Donaldson (pictured below), Vice-President
of Sports Medicine at the United States Olympic
and Paralympic Training Center.
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Palm er lau n ch es Dar in g an d Dr iven f u n dr aisin g cam paign
As a student at Palmer College in the mid-1970s,
Paul VanDuyne picked up a part-time job at a
small engineering company to help pay for
tuition. After graduating as a Doctor of
Chiropractic in 1978, he stayed on at the firm,
using his passions for business and health care
and his new degree to break into hospital work.
Today, IMEG ? based in the Quad Cities ? is one of
the largest players in the national health care
engineering market, and VanDuyne is its
president and CEO.
He also remains deeply involved with the
institution that brought him to the Quad Cities.
VanDuyne and his wife, Donna VanDuyne, D.C.
are co-chairs of Palmer College?s $25 million
Daring and Driven fundraising campaign. It is the
largest campaign in the College?s history.
The VanDuynes draw a clear line from the
education they received at Palmer to their

success today. It?s where Paul and Donna met,
where Donna spent 15 years as a beloved
technique instructor and faculty member, and
where their youngest son, Joey, is now studying
chiropractic himself. ?We asked ourselves, ?What
else in our life has had that big an impact on who
we are and what our family is today??? said
VanDuyne. ?Donna and I both want young people
coming up to be able to share that same level of
success we?ve had. We want to pay it forward.?
The VanDuynes are doing just that with a $2.5
million contribution to the campaign, their most
significant philanthropic gift ever.
The new student housing complex dedicated
during Palmer College?s 125th Anniversary
Celebration festivities this weekend bears their
name in recognition of their leadership and
generosity. ?We?re making this financial
commitment because we feel we can be
impactful, and we feel this is something worth
giving to ? we see Palmer getting better by the
year,? said VanDuyne. ?When you see you can
make a difference, and you see the success that
bears, it?s exciting.?
?Palmer College has a historic and celebrated
past, but the best is yet to come,? said Palmer ?s
Chancellor and CEO Dennis Marchiori, D.C., Ph.D.
?We know chiropractic is in a growth mode, and
with Palmer ?s own growth, we?re setting the pace
for the profession. We have a daring vision, and
we?re inviting our alumni and friends to come
along with us. This campaign must and will be
successful.
?But Daring and Driven isn?t just about bricks and
mortar,? explained Dr. Marchiori. ?That?s a big
piece of it ? and sometimes that?s the showcase
because you can see it. This is a comprehensive
campaign spanning everything that goes into our
students?learning experience and their success."

Dennis Marchiori, Chancellor of Palmer College of Chiropractic
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LSBU sees gr adu at ion of f ir st ch ir opr act ic coh or t
The chiropractic program at London South Bank
University (LSBU) was launched in 2018. This
summer, its first cohort of chiropractic students
qualified with an Integrated Masters of Chiropractic
(MSc).
The first cohort seized every opportunity available,
including starting a chapter of the World Congress of
Chiropractic Students (WCCS) and a student society
of the Fédération Internationale de Chiropratique du
Sport (FICS).
The chiropractic program originally was housed at
LSBU?s central London campus, near London
Waterloo and London Bridge. As of this academic
year (2022-2023), the entire chiropractic program is
based at their new campus in Croydon, South
London.
Croydon is undergoing significant development and
is a vibrant area able to cater to an incoming student
population. Moving the chiropractic program to
Croydon was important for two key reasons: it
allowed LSBU access to larger and purpose-built
chiropractic facilities including a modern clinic with
nine large treatment rooms, as well as a skills room.
Diversity is one of the strengths of the LSBU chiropractic
program

The university has also installed a state-of-the-art
rehabilitation suite, to benefit both their students
and patients. The second key factor in moving to
Croydon, was to integrate the program and their
student clinic within a community setting. The
campus is located in the heart of the city, located
between the main station and the high street. It has
key links to the local population and in particular, the
business and health community. Plans are advanced
to build on this network, developing a new student
clinic and opening it to members of the public in
October 2022.

The diversity of the local population is
reflected in the student body at LSBU, where
58% of the students come from a Black, Asian
or minority ethnic (BAME) background.
Approximately 15% of students at LSBU have a
disability, and over one third of students come
from the most deprived regions of London.

Croydon, like London itself, is rich in diversity in
terms of race, culture and socioeconomic
backgrounds. This allows their students to develop a
broad social and cultural competency, caring for
different members of the community. This is an

Within the chiropractic program itself,
approximately 40% of their students are from
a BAME background, often from the greater
London area. This represents the rapid
development of the profession within the UK.

important skill for integrating the profession
into healthcare systems, such as the National
Health Service (NHS).
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The General Chiropractic Council (GCC) has
estimated that 7% of registered chiropractors have
a BAME background (GCC, 2021), significantly
lower than the England and Wales 2011 Census
figure of 15% (ONS, 2011). Clearly, BAME groups
are still largely underrepresented in the
chiropractic profession within the UK. However,
the chiropractic profession worldwide is slowly
changing.
In order to increase the number of chiropractors
from underrepresented backgrounds, the LSBU
program is actively working towards key
milestones which will not only help inform other
programs across the UK, but also increase the
number of chiropractors from all backgrounds
within the profession.
The team at LSBU foresees that the integration of
students from diverse backgrounds into both the
LSBU program and the wider profession will allow
for a much faster and greater recognition of
chiropractic. Working with such a diverse cohort of
students informs teaching and learning
frameworks with an equality, diversity and
inclusion lens, which, in turn helps improve their
overall student experience.

In summary, chiropractic leaders at LSBU feel that
the presence within the local community in
Croydon will make chiropractic more accessible to
patients from lower socioeconomic backgrounds,
LSBU aims to make patient care more accessible,
but also create an awareness among populations
who historically may not have accessed
chiropractic care.
This is a key element of LSBU's outreach work; in
bringing awareness of the profession, its values
and treatment approach to the wider community.

WCCS: n ew Pr esiden t f or st u den t or gan izat ion
The World Congress of
Chiropractic Students (WCCS)
has announced a new Board for
2022-23. Its new President is
Brian Miller. The QWR sat down
with Brian to find out more
about him and his vision for the
organization.
How does it f eel t o be t h e n ew
pr esiden t of WCCS?
It was very exciting to have been

nominated to be part of the
Board of Directors (BoD) during
the 2022 AGM in Johannesburg
this year. Having been elected
by the membership onto the
BoD it is a great honor and
privilege to be further
recommended and elected to
the role of President of the
WCCS.
Wh at pr om pt ed you t o get

in volved in st u den t polit ics?
When I first started my
chiropractic course at the
McTimoney College of
Chiropractic back in January
2018, I was introduced to the
McTimoney WCCS Chapter and
invited to be part of it. Not fully
understanding what it was all
about at that time, I was part of
the team helping to run the
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European Regional Event which our college was
hosting. This was my first real taste of how the
WCCS brings together students from many
different backgrounds and from around the
world to respectfully share and discuss current
issues in chiropractic and wider healthcare.
Wh at ar e you r pr in cipal goals as pr esiden t ?
One of the main goals I have as President is to
work with the BoD and Team of Officials (ToO) to
encourage Chapters that have dropped away to
return to the WCCS and to strengthen and grow
those currently active. Furthermore, to ensure
that excellent communication between the BoD,
ToO, WCCS Chapters and members continues to
be developed and enhanced.
Tell u s a bit abou t you r back gr ou n d. Wh at did
lif e look lik e f or you pr ior t o ch ir opr act ic?
My early career was working in Conservation and
Wildlife at a national and local level. This moved
on to working in local government in Children?s
Services and then Transport, before embarking
on my Chiropractic course.
Wh at pr om pt ed you t o pivot t o a ch ir opr act ic
car eer ?
Having seen many people find relief from pain
and discomfort and improved function following
chiropractic care, I was inspired to start on the
chiropractic course.
However, one of the key factors that enabled it to
happen was being able to undertake the course
on a full-time extended basis, which the
McTimoney College of Chiropractic offer.
The course is full time but spread over 5 years,
with long weekends of lectures and study each
month. This allowed me (and others on this
course pathway) to continue to work full time
prior to transitioning post-course completion to

Brian Miller is the new President of WCCS

being a qualified chiropractor.
Fr om a st u den t per spect ive, w h at do you see
as t h e biggest ch allen ges f or t h e pr of ession at
t h e cu r r en t t im e?
As a student, some of the biggest challenges for
the profession that I see include providing
chiropractic care to as many people as possible in
a climate of financial pressure and uncertainty.
In addition, there remains the challenge of how
chiropractic is viewed by many in a world where
the positive benefits of chiropractic care are often
overshadowed by the louder voice of distrust.
Getting that message out and sharing the wealth
of evidence that exists (across all levels of the
evidence hierarchy) therefore continues to be a
challenge.

An d w h at do you see as t h e gr eat est
oppor t u n it ies?
Conversely, as the chiropractic profession
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continues to develop, with more chiropractic
students graduating and more schools being
established, the opportunity to reach and
provide chiropractic care to more people
equally grows.
8.Wh at do you t h in k ar e t h e m ost im por t an t
issu es f acin g ch ir opr act ic st u den t s ar ou n d
t h e w or ld?
As was highlighted by Tayla Wagner in issue 3.1
of the Asia-Pacific Chiropractic Journal (2022)
one of the key issues faced by chiropractic
students is the sense of disconnect they feel
due to a lack of face-to-face interaction.
Although the restrictions of face-to-face
interaction have very much ended, the legacy
of what the Covid-19 pandemic created still
exists in different ways. This includes the high
costs of travel and the mental stresses those
pandemic years have left on many students.
However, as travel has opened up and the last
WCCS AGM was in person, alongside being
online, the enthusiasm of students being with
other Chiropractic students from around the
world was clearly seen at this event.
Wh er e can people f in d ou t m or e abou t
WCCS?
If any chiropractic student or chiropractic
school wants to know more about the WCCS
and how to get involved, they can get in touch
via our website:
https://www.wccsworldwide.org/contact
Wh y sh ou ld st u den t s join t h e WCCS an d
w h at is t h e im por t an ce of st u den t ch apt er s?
The WCCS is an international student-led

organization allowing chiropractic students to
engage with and learn from other chiropractic
students and professionals from across the
globe. It offers a safe space to connect, learn
and discuss current issues. It seeks to unite the
diversity of the profession under the mission
and goal of improving health and well-being for
all.
In addition to the activities individual chapters
put on (socials, talks, workshops, community
service) each Region has a Chapter host a
Regional Event, and there is also the Annual
General Meeting (AGM) each year.
Both of these events provide students the
opportunity to travel to other countries, meet
with other chiropractic students, form life-long
friendships and community and to step up to
take on leadership roles.
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Pau l Sh ekelle n am ed w in n er of 2022 NCM IC aw ar d
The NCMIC Foundation has
named Paul G. Shekelle, MD,
PhD, as the 2022 winner of the
Jerome F. McAndrews, DC,
Memorial Research Fund
Pioneer Award. Dr. Shekelle was
presented the award at the
Association of Chiropractic
Colleges Research Agenda
Conference (ACC-RAC), held July
24-27, at the Sheraton San Diego
Hotel & Marina in San Diego,
California.
The Jerome F. McAndrews, DC,
Memorial Research Fund was
created by the NCMIC
Foundation to honor Dr
McAndrews?longtime support of
the scientific and practical
advancement of the study of
chiropractic. It provides an
award to a worthy research
recipient who has demonstrated
exceptional ability to:
-

-

-

-

Advance research and
the exchange of scientific
information
Promote high ethical
standards in research
and/or practice
Contribute to practical
applications to
chiropractic practice
Interact professionally
with other individuals
and groups involved in
relevant research and
application

Dr. Shekelle is a physician policy
researcher at the RAND
Corporation and has served as

co-director of the Southern
California Evidence-based
Practice Center (EPC) from
1997-2018. He is a staff
physician at the West Los
Angeles Veterans Affairs Medical
Center and a professor of
medicine at the University of
California, Los Angeles (UCLA)
School of Medicine. He is widely
recognized in the field of
guidelines, quality measurement
and evidence-based medicine.
He is a past chair of the Clinical
Guidelines Committee of the
American College of Physicians
(ACP). Dr Shekelle earned his
MD from Duke University and
his PhD from UCLA.

Dr Paul G. Shekelle

In the early to mid 1990s, Dr
Shekelle served as an expert on
a Rand multi-disciplinary panel
evaluating The Appropriateness of
Spinal Manipulation for Low Back
Pain with Reed Phillips, Ian
Coulter, Al Adams and Eric
Hurwitz. The study was funded

by the FCER through a grant
from NCMIC and the ACA, under
the guidance of Dr Louis
Sportelli.
Dr Shekelle participated in early
meetings which ultimately led to
chiropractic?s inclusion in the
Veteran?s Administration. He has
been? and remains? pivotal in
chiropractic gaining acceptance
within the hallowed walls of the
VA.
Dr Wayne Wolfson, president of
NCMIC, explained that Dr
Shekelle was a natural choice for
the McAndrews Award due to
his analysis and exploration of
complementary and integrative
health care approaches to
illness prevention and treatment
within the health care system.
Dr Wolfson commented.
?Today?s health care
environment is a challenging
one, making it imperative that
we continue to make
researching the effectiveness,
safety and cost efficiency of
chiropractic and alternative
health care methods a top
priority. Dr Shekelle?s research is
reaching a broad audience, one
that requires sound evidence
that chiropractic is worthy of
integration into a patient?s
overall health care plan. Dr
Shekelle is most deserving of the
McAndrews Award for his
dedication to the future of the
profession.?
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ACE iPost er pr esen t at ion s r et u r n t o Par k er Sem in ar s Las
Vegas 2023
Parker Seminars and the Parker Research
Center have announced that they will host the
second annual Abstracts for Clinical Evidence
(ACE) Poster Presentation at Parker Seminars
Las Vegas from February 23-25, 2023!

epidemiology/health service research),
literature/systematic/scoping reviews, and case
studies/case series.
The ACE Poster Presentation provides an
outstanding opportunity to present high-quality,
rigorous research with colleagues and peers.
With this format, participants submit an
expression of interest and receive a link with
instructions to create an interactive,
multimedia, virtual poster.
If you are interested in the iPoster event,
complete the Interest Form at
parker.edu/parker-research-center/ace by
November 1, 2022.
Successful applicants will receive a personalized
link to create an abstract digital poster for
review within 10 business days of submitting
the interest form.

Parker University Director of Research, Dr Katherine Pohlman

The ACE presentation provides the opportunity
for professionals to share current evidence in a
new form.
The platform is prepared by an international
team of clinicians and scientists using the latest
digital poster technology, iPosters, an online
interactive, multimedia, virtual poster platform.
Acceptable iPoster topic submissions include
chiropractic, neuroscience, nutrition, and
human performance. Submissions can include
previously published literature, encore
abstracts, and new, unpublished research in the
areas of original research (clinical trials,

Digital posters must be finalized and submitted
to the Planning Committee by December 1,
2022. Decisions of abstract acceptance will be
made based on the digital poster (accepted,
provisionally accepted (modifications needed),
or declined for presentation).
Start your presentations now to share at the
Parker Seminars Las Vegas 2023 event!
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Du t ch -Belgian r esear ch in it iat ive r ecogn ized by ECCRE
The conclusion of the 2022
European Chiropractors' Union
convention saw the Dutch
Belgian Research Institute of
Chiropractic (DBRIC) receive the
ECCRE research award, worth ?
7500. This award recognizes an
international research individual
or institution, which has made
an outstanding and unique
contribution to research within
the chiropractic field in Europe.
DBRIC is a joint venture between
the Netherlands Chiropractors?
Association (NCA) and the
Belgian Chiropractors?Union
(BCU) funded primarily by the
members of the two
associations.
DBRIC was founded in 2020 and
was the brainchild of NCA
president Gitte Tønner,
established with the full support
of BCU president Bart

Vandendries and their
respective associations.
DBRIC funds and facilitates
research of relevance to patients
and the chiropractic profession
in Belgium and the Netherlands.
All research and education
funded by DBRIC aims to benefit
the public in general, and
patients in particular, with
emphasis on
neuromusculoskeletal
conditions.
?Receiving this prize was a great
honor and feels like a
tremendous endorsement of the
setting up of the fund? said
DBRIC board president Gitte
Tønner. ?The money will be a
really valuable asset to the fund
in addition to the much
appreciated annual
contributions of BCU and NCA
members.?

In September 2022, the DBRIC
board appointed Tom
Michielsen MD, DC as their new
director. Dr Michielsen has
plenty of experience as the
former ECU research council
chairman while also being a
founding board member of
DBRIC. He will be coordinating
the day-to-day functioning of
DBRIC with a first large,
supported project . This 4-year
PhD project will be executed by
Lobke de la Ruelle from the
Netherlands under the
supervision of Dr. Sidney
Rubinstein at the Vrije
Universiteit Amsterdam. The
research question being studied
is, ?What effect of chiropractic
care do patients with low back
pain consider clinically relevant
and what characteristics of that
care do they consider most
important??

From left to right: DBRIC board Anne
Lau, Tom Michielsen, Bart Vandendries
and Gitte Tønner, ECCRE president
Michael Christensen and ECU president
Vasileios Gkolfinopoulos
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Can ada?s pr em ier ch ir opr act ic f ou n dat ion s celebr at e Wor ld
Spin e Day w it h a $125,000 Resear ch Gr an t Pool
In September, the Canadian
Chiropractic Research
Foundation (CCRF) and the
Foundation for the Royal
College of Chiropractic Sports
Sciences - Canada (The
Foundation) ? announced
they?re joining forces to offer
the profession?s first ever
co-sponsored Request for
Proposal (RFP) dedicated to
sports science research.
?Chiropractic is an integral part
of high-level athletics and
strongly embedded within the
sports performance
community,? says Dr. Eric
Helson, President of The
Foundation. ?Our partnership
with CCRF enables us to
combine resources to support
the incredible work being
done by our research Fellows
and will include encouraging
international collaborations.?
?With World Spine Day fast
approaching and the
excitement generated by the
FIFA World Cup this year in
Qatar,? says Dr. Chad Kulak,
CCRF chair, ?it made sense to

team up and dedicate this
fall?s RFP to the important
work being done by sports
science researchers.?
This new request for proposal
is the first cooperative funding
opportunity for both
organizations and was
inspired by a recent Delphi
study led by RCCSS-C Fellow,
Dr. Alex Lee, which aimed to
identify sports-focused
research priorities.
?Many conditions suffered by
athletes ? like repetitive stress,
concussions and ergonomics are seen in the general public?,
adds Dr. Helson. ?The faster
we can help athletes return to
play, the faster we can also
help people get back to work
and doing the things they
love.?
Robert Harris, MBA is CCRF?s
Executive Director. ?It?s all
about improving the ROI ? the
Return on Investment ? for
our stakeholders, the
profession, our research
community and patients.This
is an excellent opportunity to

pilot the concept of
co-sponsored RFPs. By
combining resources with
organizations like The
Foundation and others, we?re
able to increase research
funding, encourage
international collaborations
and dig deeper into areas
critical to improving
healthcare. More exciting
collaborations are already in
the works.?
?It?s a win-win for athletes, for
the research community and
Canadians as a whole,? adds
Dr. Kulak. ?By announcing the
sports focused theme of this
RFP early, we?re able to give
research teams within the
Canadian and sport sciences
communities a clear line of
sight to our fall funding
activities and the opportunity
to explore potential
associations with our
colleagues worldwide.?
For additional details on the
CCRF/FRCCSS-C Joint RFP visit
the CCRF website here.
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Hen r ik Wu lf f Ch r ist en sen
t r an sit ion s t o f u ll t im e r ole
at CKH

Can adian r esear ch er
aw ar ded Ph D f or h ealt h
ser vices evalu at ion

On September 1, Henrik Wulff Christensen was
appointed full-time CEO of the Chiropractic
Knowledge Hub (CKH).

In August, Peter Emary, a chiropractor from
Cambridge, Ontario, Canada, successfully
defended his PhD thesis at McMaster University
on the ?Methodological Quality of Chiropractic
Mixed Methods Research: A Meta-Epidemiological
Review and Application in a Health Services
Evaluation of Chiropractic Integration and
Prescription Opioid Use.?

" For many years, alongside being CEO at the
Chiropractic Knowledge Hub I have practiced as a
chiropractor one day a week in a private clinic,"

He was supervised by Professor Jason W. Busse,
DC, PhD in the Department of Health Research
Methods, Evidence, and Impact.
Dr. Emary will continue working with Professor
Busse at McMaster University as a post-doctoral
fellow in the Michael G. DeGroote National Pain
Centre where they will be examining the
effectiveness of chiropractic care for back pain
among service members in the Canadian Armed
Forces.
Henrik Wulff Christensen DC, MD, PhD

said Dr Christensen. "The board at the CKH have
had a long-standing wish that I spend more hours
in my function as CEO. Consequently, I have
decided to quit clinical practice."
Henrik Wulff Christensen became CEO of the
Chiropractic Knowledge Hub in 2009. Since then,
he has been responsible for the growth and
development of the knowledge hub.
The outstanding success of the CKH under Dr
Christensen's leadership has driven the need for
a full-time role, managing the output of one of
the global powerhouses of chiropractic research.

Peter Emary PhD
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New Span ish ch ir opr act ic r esear ch f ou n dat ion lau n ch ed by
exper ien ced t eam
After 15 years dedicated to develop a chiropractic
educational program in Spain, Professor Arantxa
Ortega and Dr Ricardo Fujikawa have decided to depart
the university life to build a dream of many years
standing: to create a foundation with the purpose to
support the profession both nationally and
internationally.
The new Fujitega Foundation focuses on NMSk health
and is the first Spanish foundation focused in
chiropractic research. Notwithstanding, research is just
one of the three pillars.
The Fujitega Foundation will also promote continuing
education for professionals and community services in
Spain and abroad. In Spain, chiropractic is only offered
through the private sector and it is cash-based practice
in most cases. The foundation will target the vulnerable
population in healthcare, including the economically
disadvantaged, racial and ethnic minorities, the
uninsured, victims of domestic violence, refugees, and
anyone who needs care and do not have access.

Professor Arantxa Ortega (L) and Dr Ricardo Fujikawa are
the founders of the new Fujitega Foundation

The name FUJITEGA is the combination of the family
names of the two founders - Fujikawa and Ortega - and
is born out of common interests of its founders.
The headquarters of the foundation is in the capital,
Madrid, in an area known as the University Town. This
area concentrates most of the universities (public and
private) that operate in the city of Madrid. It is also
close to several hospitals and one of the midterm goals
is to establish a chiropractic unit inside one of the
hospitals. The premises of the foundation include a
conference room, classrooms for seminars and
continuing education, a clinic center offering Activator®
based care, and an area dedicated to the practice of
disciplines related to physical and mental health and
well-being such as Yoga, Pilates and Ludosport (light
saber combat)
Contact information: adm@fujitega.com

The Fujitega Foundation will be based in Madrid's
University Town district
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Dan ish st u dy su ggest s
lim it ed valu e f or su r ger y in
m an y M SK in t er ven t ion s

CARL II Fellow s m eet f or
f ir st t im e in Oden se f or
in n ovat ive discu ssion s

A recently published systematic review and
meta-analysis has concluded that for many
musculoskeletal (MSK) condition, there is little
difference in outcomes regardless of whether
the treatment provided is surgical or
non-surgical .

CARL Fellows came traveling from near and far to
attend their first residential meeting at the
University of Southern Denmark (SDU) in Odense,
Denmark, where they were treated to 5 days of
intense collaboration, team building and talks on
a range of subjects by opinion makers and
administrators and researchers from the
Department of Sports Science and Clinical
Biomechanics (IOB) at the SDU and the
Chiropractic Knowledge Hub.

The study, published in the Journal of
Orthopaedic and Sports Physical Therapy [1],
looked at the benefits and harms of surgical
and non-surgical treatment across four
parameters: patient-reported pain and physical
function, quality of life (for benefits) and
serious adverse events (for harms).
The meta-analyses showed that for 9 out of 13
conditions there was no evidence that surgery
had a clinically relevant greater effect
compared to the non-surgical treatment on
pain. The same was true for 11 out of 11
conditions in relation to physical function and
for 9 out of 9 diseases in relation to quality of
life. In 13 of 16 studies that included data on
serious adverse events, there was no difference
between surgical and non-surgical treatment;
the same was the case in 16 out of 16 studies
with data on death after the two forms of
treatment.
Based on the study, the researchers concluded
that for conditions where surgery does not
seem to carry a greater effect than non-surgical
treatment, it would be advantageous to
commence non-surgical treatment as first-line
care. They further concluded it would result in a
significant economic advantage for society.
Ref er en ce: Søren T. Skou, Erik Poulsen, Alessio Bricca, Mette
Dideriksen, L. Stefan Lohmander, Ewa M. Roos, Carsten B.
Juhl.Benefits and Harms of Interventions With Surgery Compared
to Interventions Without Surgery for Musculoskeletal Conditions:
A Systematic Review With Meta-analysis.
https://www.jospt.org/doi/10.2519/jospt.2022.11075

The CARL II Fellows met in Odense, Denmark in August 2022

Discussions centered on opportunities for
research collaboration, thoughts on leadership,
research career development and much more.
The Fellows reached their aim during the five
days in Odense. A key outcome was the openness
that the Fellows have with each other in
discussing professional challenges associated
with a career in research. Concrete plans were
established during the meetings, with key
manuscripts and project ideas already well
advanced.
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Japan ese Societ y of Ch ir opr act ic Scien ce h olds 13t h an n u al
con f er en ce
WFC member, the Japanese
Association of Chiropractors
(JAC) is promoting the role that
chiropractic can play in filling the
gap between the average life
expectancy and the healthy life
expectancy in the nation by
improving people?s
musculoskeletal health.
This year the research arm of
the JAC, the Japanese Society of
Chiropractic Science (JSCS),
invited experts in
musculoskeletal healthcare as
keynote speakers under the
theme of "Musculoskeletal
Healthcare for Healthy Aging".
The 13th Annual Conference of
the Japanese Society of
Chiropractic Science was held
online June 19-20, 2022. The
conference chairperson was
Takehiko Miwa DC (President,
Japanese Federation of
Chiropractic Sportive), and
keynote speakers were;
-

-

Sh u ich i M at su da M D,
Ph D (Professor,
Department of
Orthopaedic Surgery,
Faculty of Medicine,
Kyoto University)
?Awareness program of
Musculoskeletal
Disorders by Bone and
Joint Japan, and the
Japanese Orthopaedic
Association?
Hu n k yu n g Kim Ph D
(Former leader, Frailty
and Musculoskeletal
Health Research, Tokyo

-

-

-

Metropolitan and
Institute of Gerontology)
?Musculoskeletal Health
and Prevention of Frailty?
Yu k a Su m i M D, M PH,
Ph D (Medical Officer,
Department of Maternal,
Newborn, Child and
Adolescent Health and
Ageing, World Health
Organization) ?Integrated
care for older people, UN
Decade of Healthy Ageing
(2021-2030)?
Tak ayu k i Nagaok a
(Representative, Medical
Professions Division,
Health Policy Bureau,
Ministry of Health,
Labour and Welfare)
?Legal regulations and
preventing COVID-19
spread?
Su su m u Ik eda DC,
DACNB (Director,
Functional Neurology
Chiropractic) ?Brain and
Exercise: Functional
neurological perspectives
for musculoskeletal
conditions?.

Japan has the highest aging rate
in the world(* 1) and is known as
a super-aged society with over
21% of the population aged 65
and over. Reforming Japan?s
entire social security system into
a sustainable model is one of
the large national concerns as
the national healthcare expense
increases every year along with
increasing average life
expectancy.

UN has launched the Decade of
Healthy Ageing (2021?2030), a
global collaboration with
governments, civil society,
international agencies,
professionals, academia, the
media, and so on to improve
older people?s QOL in the
communities. In many countries,
traditional, complementary, and
integrative medicine introduced
by the WHO(* 3) are
implemented into healthcare
policies along with
contemporary medicine for not
only disease treatment but also
preventive care and health
management purposes.
The Ministry of Health, Labour
and Welfare (MHLW) has
launched "Health Japan 21"
which is a national health
promotion campaign in the 21st
century with the objectives of
preventing lifestyle-related
diseases and promoting healthy
aging.
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ACA M em ber s Reappoin t ed t o
AM A's Healt h Car e Pr of ession al
Advisor y Com m it t ee
Two members of the American Chiropractic
Association (ACA), Leo Bronston, DC, MAppSC,
and Kris Anderson, DC, MS, were reappointed to
represent ACA as advisors to the American
Medical Association?s (AMA) Health Care
Professional Advisory Committee (HCPAC).

Ch ir opr act or r ecogn ized as Far go
VA Healt h Syst em Clin ician of t h e
Year
ACA member Kevin Bjorlie, DC, of Fargo, N.D.,
recently received the Fargo VA Health Care
System?s 2022 Clinician of the Year Award.
After many years of working to integrate
chiropractic care into the VA system, Dr Bjorlie

Dr. Bronston, of Onalaska, Wis., who currently
serves as ACA vice president, will serve as ACA?s
primary HCPAC advisor and Dr. Anderson, of
Grand Forks, N.D., will serve as the alternate
advisor for the next three years. Both provide
leadership and expert guidance on ACA?s Coding
Advisory Board and Payer Collaborative Task
Force.
Members of HCPAC are chosen from
organizations representing limited-license
practitioners and other allied health
professionals. The committee, along with AMA?s
CPT Advisory Committee, serves as a resource for
the Current Procedural Terminology (CPT®)
Editorial Panel, providing advice on procedure
coding and appropriate nomenclature as relevant
to their specialties.
?These appointments give ACA and chiropractic
an important seat at the table in coding matters
that affect the entire profession,? said ACA
President Michele Maiers, DC, MPH, PhD.
?Drs Bronston and Anderson continue to be
excellent representatives for ACA and the
profession in the national healthcare
community.?

Dr Kevin Bjorlie

says that this award feels like a recognition for
the entire profession.
?Truly, in my opinion, I don?t feel it was an award
for an individual, I think it was an award for
chiropractic,? he says. ?When you think about
people who laid the groundwork for this ? our
state associations, the ACA, working with
legislative members to make this all happen ?
it was just exciting to show what chiropractic is
capable of.?
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Au sCA h ails su ccess of Wor k space Week
The Australian Chiropractors' Association has
reported that its inaugural Workspace Week
campaign has been a complete success and a
great way to launch what promises to be one
of its biggest annual campaigns alongside
Spinal Health Week.
The 2022 Workspace Week campaign was
ultimately a timely way to address the ways in
which hybrid and remote workspaces have
unfortunately led to inadequate work setups
and poor workspace ergonomics for millions
of Australians nationwide. It is these poor
work setups that inevitably pose serious
health risks to overall spinal health and
well-being.
By undertaking two research surveys, the
AusCA was able to uncover staggering data
that ultimately confirmed what chiropractors
are noticing: that working from home in
un-ergonomic setups is greatly affecting the
spinal health and well-being of Australians.
With some two-thirds of the Australian
population now working from home and 42%
not working with the correct setup, the AusCA
fears Australians face a very slippery slope
with their spinal health being compromised.
Following the survey, conducted by the ACTU,
which found that 42% of Australians working
from home did not have a suitable
workstation or the correct equipment, and the
Federal Government?s announcement in
August 2021 that up to two-thirds of
Australians were still working from home, the
ACA undertook two surveys to evaluate the
risk factors and develop solutions.
The results were alarming, revealing that a
large number of Australians are putting their
health at risk due to home workspaces not
being set up correctly. Of the ACA
chiropractors who participated in the survey,

Dr Kim Lie Jom presented to the media and gave interviews.

86% reported an increase in existing patients
presenting with workspace-related spinal health
issues, with 78% reporting an increase in new
patients presenting with spinal health problems as
a result of working from home. It was vital the
AusCA stepped in to tackle such a significant and
relatable public health concern impacting millions
of Australians. The overarching objective of
Workspace Week was to encourage Australians to
not only create ergonomic and safe working from
home environments ? but to foster positive and
healthy spinal habits in the process.
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AusCA hails success of Workspace Week (continued)

Australian Chiropractors Association President Dr David Cahill gave interviews to the press during Workweek

Workspace Week began with a media launch in
Sydney on August 21 with all networks attending ABC, Channel 7, Channel 9, Channel 10 and SBS, a
strong media turnout for the official launch of
ACA?s inaugural Workspace Week.

with at least a further 1.6 million from social.
Workspace Week went global! Media appeared
throughout Australia?s metropolitan and regional
communities and reached as far as the USA, New
Zealand and even Korea!

Throughout the week the AusCA secured a
constant stream of media coverage across
television, radio, online, and print mediums
nationally. Workspace Week, generated over 630
media pieces including 281 television stories, 222
online news articles, 100 radio news grabs and
interviews, 18 newspaper articles, plus over 800
mentions across social networks.

An AusCA spokesperson commented, "We are
beyond thrilled by the support and involvement
we saw from our members right across Australia
and the chiropractic community in general. We
would like to say thank you to all our members for
being part of this brilliant campaign and for
helping to shed light upon not only a serious
health issue but the general importance the
chiropractic profession plays in promoting the
benefits of neuromuscular health for millions of
Australians."

It is estimated that the total media reach for
Workspace Week exceeded 7.8 million Australians,
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Ch ir opr act ic is Back ! CASA con f er en ce celebr at es
r ecor d n u m ber s
The Chiropractic Association of
South Africa (CASA) celebrated
its first in-person Congress since
the pandemic, September 16-18
in the city of Cape Town.
The venue, boasting some of the
most incredible views of Table
Mountain over the Atlantic
Ocean, was the ideal setting for
such a memorable weekend
filled with all things chiropractic.
There was a record attendance
of in-person delegates as well as
many chiropractors and
students joining from far and
wide in yet another successful
hybrid event.
This year ?s theme was
appropriately termed
?Chiropractic Is Back? and
emotions were high as delegates

were finally able to enjoy
professional interaction yet
again.
With the central location of the
Congress this year, many
delegates, from all corners of
Africa, were able to attend.
Delegates from Cameroon,
Congo, Ghana, Namibia, Rwanda
and Uganda were able to
network with local South African
chiropractors and learn from
each other throughout the
weekend.
Held concurrently, the African
Chiropractic Federation AGM
assisted to facilitate networking
among the African nations,
solidifying relationships across
the continent.
CASA's delegates were treated to

CASA Congress delegates celebrate success in the potjieko competition.

some of the leading local and
international speakers during
the event. These included the
WFC?s Secretary-General, Dr
Richard Brown, who spoke on
issues of legacy and leadership.
The lectern was shared by Drs
Brad Beira, Adrian Wenban,
Chris Yelverton, Kevin Lentin,
Marni Kruger, Shawn Thistle and
Steve Williams.
Congress attendees were
treated to the inspiring story of
Stephen McGown as he related
his experience of being held
prisoner by Al-Qaeda.
McGown shared his message of
making the most of all
situations, whether positive or
negative. Despite a story being
far removed from the reality of
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Ch ir opr act ic is Back ! CASA con f er en ce celebr at es r ecor d
n u m ber s (con t in u ed)
most people?s lives, the essence of his struggles
were relatable to the CASA audience.
The CASA Congress organizing committee ensured
a vibrant social program, which included a ?meet
and greet? cocktail function, a team-based
potjiekos (a local South African dish) competition.
The final evening of the CASA Congress saw a
formal gala dinner. Guests were entertained by
well-known South African comedian Schalk
Bezuidenhout and keynote speaker, Dr Shawn
Thistle.
Dr Chris Yelverton, Head of Chiropractic at the
University of Johannesburg and Chair of the Allied
Health Professions Council of South Africa was

presented with CASA Honorary Life Member
award. His commitment to the profession as well
as education was duly recognized by all members
of CASA. This award is bestowed on a CASA
member who has rendered exceptional service to
the profession.
During CASA's AGM, Dr Michael Pritchard was
elected President, succeeding Dr Kendrah Da Silva.
Dr Pritchard is a 2001 graduate of the University of
Johannesburg and is the owner of a
multidisciplinary sports injury clinic in Sandton.
Below: Members of the CASA Board, including President, Dr
Michael Pritchard (front, center) Past President, Dr Kendrah Da
Silva (front left) and Dr Bridget Bromfield (secretary-general).
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CDAHK lau n ch st r at egies t o su ppor t ch an gin g
h ealt h car e lan dscape in Hon g Kon g
Leaders in the Chiropractic Doctors Association of
Hong Kong (CDAHK) are utilizing a range of
cooperation strategies to add value to the changing
healthcare landscape in Hong Kong.
The COVID-19 epidemic has further expedited the
enormous transformations that the Asian
healthcare sector has seen in recent years.
Changes in the government regulations, delivery of
healthcare, and patient expectations of healthcare
providers will probably present new entrants with
possibilities as well as imperatives to develop novel
approaches to providing and funding healthcare.
In government regulations, the chiropractic
profession has benefited from the "One country,
two systems", which is a constitutional principle of
the People's Republic of China (PRC) describing the
governance of the special administrative regions of
Hong Kong.
The constitutional principle was formulated in the
early 1980s during negotiations over Hong Kong

CDAHK 2022 Executive Committees (left to right): Drs Kary
Lam, Lucina Ng, Vincent Chan, Eric Chu, Albert Leung, Jacky
Yeung, Valerie Chu, Kingsley Leung

between China and the United Kingdom. It
provided that there would be only one China,
but that these regions could retain their own
economic and administrative systems, while the
rest of Mainland China uses the socialism with
Chinese characteristics system. By allowing the
HK SAR to retain its capitalist system, socialist
China has benefited tremendously in its reform
and opening-up process in the past decades.
The chiropractic profession, which originated in
the west, has largely achieved prosperity and
stability throughout the years and made a
significant contribution to the government
healthcare system.
In delivery of healthcare models, many of the
largest players in the healthcare industry are
turning to mergers and acquisitions (M&A) to
build new businesses and access new
capabilities.

Dr Vaelrie Chu, CDAHK Honorary Treasurer, attended the
Inaugural Ceremony of the Sixth-term Government of the
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) held on July
1 2022.

In an environment of high competition for
innovative assets and the growing involvement
of institutional investors, organizations may
find M&A increasingly out of reach to pursue on
their own.
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CDAHK lau n ch st r at egies t o su ppor t ch an gin g h ealt h car e
lan dscape in Hon g Kon g (con t in u ed)
The healthcare landscape has been extensively
studied by CDAHK, wihch then sets the
chiropractic profession's strategies in accordance
by identifying capability gaps, desired timelines,
and financial position to influence the healthcare
stakeholders. This exercise is completed before
evaluating the best approach for gaining access
to new capabilities.
In order to guide CDAHK members through their
healthcare journey in new and creative ways, the
association first developed scale virtual-first
insurance products and the related capabilities. It
then utilized a digital platform for patient
engagement and assembled a portfolio of top
point solutions, such as patient self-service and
self-care tools, to drive value when combined
with existing solutions.
Changes in the healthcare landscape have
focused on reducing existing inefficiencies and
accelerating changes that allow for more
convenient care delivery at a lower overall cost.
Chiropractic care has a benefit in this changing
environment. In order to deliver innovative forms
of expert care, the CDAHK had taken the lead
among its member chiropractors in leveraging its
existing connections (including those with
patients, healthcare stakeholders, and
community organizations).
In addition, the healthcare sector has responded
by rapidly developing new, frequently
technologically enabled modes of providing,
gaining access to, and receiving care.
New healthcare models need new techniques
and skills to realize their full potential. Certain
healthcare sub-segments, such as
government-sponsored insurance markets,
virtual care, and data analytics, are expected to
have disproportionate growth.
These improvements could reduce existing
inefficiencies and quicken changes that would

allow for more convenient care delivery at a
lower overall cost.
As the CDAHK refines its strategic goals to be
successful in the new normal, a multitude of
opportunities have been identified. Alliances
and partnerships with the government, other
healthcare providers, and newcomers are just a
few of the ways to gain access to new skills,
accelerate time to market, and increase capital,
scale, and operating efficiencies.
These alliances might also be the easiest
method for companies to profit from growing
healthcare services and technology value pools
in a situation where there is ongoing rivalry for
desirable assets and significant funds at stake
from institutional investors.
By understanding where to focus efforts early
on? and where not to? CDAHK can help build
meaningful partnerships that deploy
best-in-class capabilities and that create
innovative services for patients.
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ACA Even t s Pr om ot e Ch ir opr act ic Aw ar en ess, Edu cat ion an d
Leader sh ip
Every October, ACA celebrates
National Chiropractic Health
Month, a nationwide observance
to raise public awareness of the
importance of musculoskeletal
health and the benefits of
chiropractic care. This year,
doctors of chiropractic across
the U.S. will join ACA in
promoting the use of non-drug
approaches as a first line of
defense for musculoskeletal
pain with the theme,
?Chiropractic: On the Frontline
for Pain.? Raising public
awareness and improving access
to non-drug options for pain
management continue to be
important strategies in the fight
against prescription opioid
overuse and abuse, which
despite the pandemic continues
to take its toll. Numerous
guidelines now recommend

non-pharmacologic treatments
as a first line of defense against
common musculoskeletal
conditions such as low back
pain. Visit acatoday.org/NCHM
for more information and check
out the hashtag
#FrontlineForPain on social
media for NCHM content.
Coming up next year is ACA
Engage, ACA?s annual
conference, which will take place
Jan. 25-28 in Washington, D.C.
Engage 2023 will feature
education sessions, advocacy
and leadership-development
opportunities, presentations by
chiropractic thought leaders and
other experts and information
on new advances in chiropractic.
The event brings together
doctors, students and industry
leaders from across the country
to network within the profession

and with members of Congress.
The full schedule is available
now, and registration is open.
Visit acatoday.org/engageto
learn more.
ACA continues to advocate for
The Chiropractic Medicare
Coverage Modernization Act,
which has bills in both the
House of Representatives and
the Senate (H.R. 2654 and S.
4042). This legislation would
ensure that Medicare
beneficiaries have access to all
Medicare-covered services that
DCs are licensed by their state to
provide. The bills continue to
build bipartisan support ? H.R.
2654 had already gained 147
cosponsors by early September,
and S. 4042 has 5 co-sponsors.
For more information, visit
acatoday.org/Medicare.

JAC pr esiden t em ph asizes qu alit y of edu cat ion at an n u al assem bly
The WFC member for Japan, the Japanese Association
of Chiropractors (JAC) held their General Assembly on
June 19, 2022 as a hybrid event.
The current board of directors led by Dr Shimon
Takayanagi, JAC president, was elected in 2021.
During the AGM, Dr Takayanagi emphasized the
importance of the quality of chiropractic education and
called for opportunities for local universities to offer
international-level chiropractic education after the only
CCE-accredited school in Japan, Tokyo College of
Chiropractic, ceased its operations in October 2022

JAC Board of Directors 2022
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New Boar d Ch air t ak es of f ice f or CCA
The Canadian Chiropractic Association (CCA) has
announced Dr Judy Forrester as its new Board Chair.
Dr Forrester has been an important contributor and
leader serving as CCA?s First and Second Vice-Chair for
the past four years and before that had many years of
service as the Alberta delegate and Director on the
CCA Board. She has practiced as a Doctor of
Chiropractic since 1978 in San Francisco, California
and Calgary, Alberta.
Dr Forrester co-authored Pediatric Chiropractic, a
textbook published in 1998, and has edited and
authored numerous professional publications in
prenatal and pediatric chiropractic. She is the founder
of a large multidisciplinary health center in northwest
Calgary, Synergea Family Health Centre, which houses
diverse healthcare practitioners working in a
collaborative care model. Dr Forrester has also served
on the council of the Alberta College and Association
of Chiropractors.
Dr Forrester replaces outgoing Chair, Dr Debbie
Wright, who has ended her two-year term and will
serve as Past Chair for the next year.
Dr. Russell Baron has been elected to the 1st Vice
Chair position. He served on the leadership team for
two years in his last position as 2nd Vice Chair and is a
credentialed Chartered Director. Dr. Baron graduated
from CMCC in 1993 and lives and practices in
Winnipeg, Manitoba. He has been a long-standing
member of the Manitoba Chiropractors' Association
standards committee and was the past chair of its
continuing education committee.
Dr Jaipaul Parmar becomes CCA 2nd Vice-Chair. He
has served as the British Columbia Delegate Director
since 2018.?He is a 2010 graduate of University of
Western States in Portland, Oregon. He has served on
the British Columbia Chiropractic Association Board of
Directors and the CCA Board of Directors over the past
decade.?Having been a director in several roles on the
BCCA since 2012, Dr Parmar developed a wealth of

Dr Judy Forrester is the new Board Chair of the CCA

experience regarding the detailed operations
of the provincial association before joining the
CCA. In addition, he has served the chiropractic
community since 2013 by volunteering with
the Canadian Chiropractic Examining Board as
both an examiner and exam question writer.
With over 8000 members, the Canadian
Chiropractic Association is the largest WFC
member national association
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F4CP in t r odu ces n ew m en t al h ealt h e-book
The Foundation for Chiropractic Progress (F4CP)
has released a new resource, ?Depression,
Dopamine & Drug-Free Interventions: How
Chiropractic Care Supports Mental Health.?
The World Health Organization (WHO) released
a scientific brief in 2022 stating that the already
existing global prevalence of anxiety and
depression increased by yet another 25% in
2020 as populations struggled with the fear and
social isolation that accompanied the stress of
quarantines and shut-downs. Knowing that the
mental health epidemic is only getting worse,
this eBook addresses how chiropractors are
able to support their patients, identify
symptoms of declining mental health and
provide them with interventions to help.
The new resource can be found on the F4CP
website and is now available to F4CP members
for download.
Click h er e t o dow n load t h e M en t al Healt h
eBook .
In addition to the new eBook, F4CP has also
created a mental health toolkit. The toolkit is
designed with resources and tools for
chiropractors to educate their patients on the
importance of mental health and the connection
of the mind, body and spirit. The toolkit can be
accessed h er e.
Join F4CP in m em ber sh ip f or f u ll
access:w w w.f 4cp.or g/ pack age.
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Ear ly car eer ch ir opr act or secu r es exclu sive bu r sar y
A recent chiropractic graduate of the Durban
University of Technology (DUT) has become one of
a small number of students chosen from South
African Universities to be awarded a prestigious
bursary.

express an opinion; possess an inquiring mind;
and a clear wish to broaden horizons and commit
to lifelong learning.
The Abe Bailey Trust and the Travel Bursary were
established in terms of the Will of Sir Abe Bailey
who died in 1940. The Trustees of the Abe Bailey
Trust make funds available for travel bursaries
known as the Abe Bailey Travel Bursaries.
Dr Boosi will be traveling to the United Kingdom in
November and will be based at Goodenough
College in London.
"It is so incredible to be just 1 of the 18 students
chosen for this prestigious award and I am so
humbled by this. I am most excited though to be
an ambassador for chiropractic on this adventure
as it is not often that our field is represented in
these situations!
"I cannot wait to explore, and continue my pursuit
of knowledge in new and unfamiliar
circumstances. I am confident that I will find the
most joy in discovering along this journey.
"I look forward to using my experience in the
WCCS, CASA and most recently the World Spine
Day committee to unite people through diversity
and encourage discussions on important issues
such as public healthcare, sustainable healthcare,
allied health integration and interprofessional
collaboration to build a better world for us to live
in."

Dr Keiron Boosi was selected for the Abe Bailey
bursary having successfully demonstrated her
ability to meet the qualifying criteria: an ability to
function as part of a group; add value to the group
experience; engage effectively with significant
people and organizations; a willingness to listen
and to understand other people?s viewpoints; to

Above left and right: Dr
Keiron Boosi is a recent
graduate of Durban
University of Technology
and has served with the
World Congress of
Chiropractic Students,
Chiropractic Association of
South Africa and the
World Spine Day
committee.
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WFC Past Pr esiden t h on or ed as FLAQ celebr at es AGM
The Latin American Chiropractic Federation (FLAQ)
held its Annual Meeting in August with the
attendance of representatives of no fewer than ten
Latin American nations: Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia,
Chile, Colombia, Guatemala, México, Panamá,
Perú, and Puerto Rico.
Following a review of 2021, representatives
presented reports of the progress made by each
commission member of FLAQ and received a
financial report.
The Latin American Chiropractic Council of
Education (CCE-LA) shared their work done and
goals for the next year in terms of accreditation of
chiropractic programs in the region.
An important agenda item relevant to the current
status in Latin America was a discussion of Ethics
and Identity of the Chiropractic Profession. This
discussion featured the participation of Sergio
Saleh (Chile), Arantxa Ortega de Mues (Spain),
Carlos Gevers (Spain) and representatives of
different chiropractic educational faculties.
The Executive Committee of FLAQ for the term
2022-2024 was elected:

Dr Carlos Ayres (R) receive a FLAQ Honor Award from Dr
Luis Felipe Castro-Mendivil, a pioneer chiropractor from
Peru.

-

President- Juliana Piva (Brasil)

-

Vice-president- Gabriela Flores
(Guatemala)
First Secretary- Adrián Bizzarri
(Argentina)
Second secretary- Rosa Patricia Jiménez
(México)
Treasurer- Joao Francisco Seixas.

-

Also at the AGM, WFC Past President Dr Carlos
Ayres (Perú) was honored by FLAQ for his
contribution to the chiropractic profession over
many decades. Dr Ayres is a long term member
of the FLAQ executive, where he has advocated
for chiropractic across the Latin American
region.
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Pu blic pr ot ect ion is ever yon e's r espon sibilit y
While we often think of the statutory regulators as
having the responsibility to protect the public, the
reality is that there is a duty binding on all
stakeholders.
The International Chiropractic Regulatory Society is
the association of those involved directly as well as
peripherally with the protection of the public.
Regulation is not limited to issuing licenses and
ensuring compliance with the code of conduct. The
?machine? has many moving parts, and is
constantly evolving.
Here are a few of the latest trends and projects
underway throughout the world:
Equ alit y, diver sit y an d in clu sion
The Black Lives Matter movement has provided a
long-overdue platform to discuss racial inequality.
This important conversation continues to expand
to create greater awareness of the isolation that
has affected many marginalized communities.
Some regulatory agencies are looking toward
requiring sensitivity training of licensed
professionals as part of required continuing
professional development. Ensuring culturally safe
and respectful practice is essential. Every action
that can be taken to better involve patients actively
and effectively in their own health care positively
impacts the entire chiropractic profession. Your
ideas are welcome to improve the framework of
regulation to support this critical effort.
Com pet en cy st an dar ds
How can regulators (and more importantly the
public) know what constitutes competent practice
once the practitioner is licensed or registered?
Does a break in active practice pose a risk to
patients? How long of a hiatus is a concern?
Technology changes daily, enhancing diagnostic
capabilities, record keeping, and practice itself: how
important is it for seasoned practitioners to be
?fluent? in technology? What constitute best
practices in diagnostic imaging? These and other

competency requirements are under review in
many jurisdictions.
How sh ou ld ch ir opr act ic be t au gh t , an d h ow
do w e m easu r e edu cat ion al ef f ect iven ess?
Educational programs are easing back into some
in-person instruction as the threat posed by the
pandemic becomes more manageable. But
some surprisingly novel and effective outcomes
were discovered via the necessary distance
learning we were thrown into. How can we make
some educational lemonade out of these trying
times? Of course, the responsibility for ensuring
educational effectiveness lies with the
institutions and the accrediting bodies, but
legislation places the ultimate accountability
with the regulatory boards.
Many other challenges must be faced directly if
we are to ensure that the public is
protected:evaluating evidence in practice,
securing informed consent,providing privacy to
patients to maintain their dignity, developing
collaborative practice with other professions,
integrating chiropractic into the care of animals,
enhancing postgraduate training, and

streamlining practitioner mobility are just a
few of the current issues.
In the meantime, we welcome a number of new
educational programs, emerging accreditation in
South America, and the formal launch of
registration of chiropractors in Malaysia.
Regulatory boards are constantly developing
new systems and resource materials to help
practitioners comply with their legal obligations.
Visit us at www.chiroregulation.org for more
information.
Thank you to Donna
Cohen, Executive
Director of ICRS, for
providing this report.
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Ch ildr en's Ch ir opr act ic Feder at ion spr eads m essage of
pediat r ic spin e h ealt h t h r ou gh ou t Hon g Kon g
Established in 2007 by a group of passionate chiropractors, the Children's Chiropractic Foundation (CCF)
is a unique charitable organization which promotes the maintenance of spinal health and empowers
children to embrace a ?Straighten Up?life through the provision of a wide variety of unique chiropractic
services.

As part of World Spine Day, CCF has encouraged thousands of children to look after their spines.

The ?Straighten Up School Scheme? is now serving 364 kindergartens and primary schools. The
cumulative number of beneficiaries is estimated to be in excess of 400,000. They had held more than
1000 teachers', parents' and kids' spinal workshops, resulting in the mobilization of participating schools
to perform spinal exercises during school lessons. The CCF has also innovated a variety of training
materials, including board games and story books. The development of a chiropractic care online
platform, 'SPINE' provided strong support to students during the pandemic.
The CCF expanded rapidly in 2016 and 2022 with the establishment of two Kids First Chiropractic Centers,
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Ch ildr en's Ch ir opr act ic Feder at ion spr eads m essage of pediat r ic spin e
h ealt h t h r ou gh ou t Hon g Kon g (con t in u ed)
which provide comprehensive chiropractic care,
examination and adjustment services at
concessionary rates. This Student Chiropractic Care
Program has resulted in a total of 60,000 kids being
checked, using tools such as the scoliometer and
various posture apps to provide accurate, objective
measurements. Rehabilitation exercise work
stations have been set for service users to
strengthen muscles and ligaments and spinal
exercise classes have been held. Weekly in-house
spinal seminars have enhanced the provision of
patient education.

CCF has developed a range of educational resources

to experience chiropractic and understand spinal
health and function. The second is the
Complimentary and Concessionary Chiropractic
Adjustment Program, which has provided care to
almost 1400 children in socially deprived areas.
Through concerted efforts, the CCF has continued
to raise funds despite the pressures of the
COVID-19 pandemic., allowing the treatment and
care of a range of health conditions, delivered in
combination with chiropractic care.
CCF ?s efforts have been recognized by both local
and international organizations. The Foundation is
a member of the Hong Kong Council of Social
Service and The Community Chest of Hong Kong.
In 2020, was recognized as being in the top 10 of
?HKCSS Most Impactful S & M sized Non-subvented
NGOs Award." The CCF has also developed solid
collaborations with major universities and the
Hong Kong Jockey Club. In addition, CCF has jointly
organized scholarship recommendation programs
with several oversea chiropractic universities.
Internationally, the CCF has been successful on
multiple occasions in the WFC World Spine Day
competition in past consecutive years, including
category wins in 2014, 2016 and 2020.

The theme of patient education has been
expanded into the community, with significant
efforts being made around World Spine Day that
have engaged thousands of local Hong Kong
citizens. The CCF has delivered a number of
'Straighten Up Ambassador ' training programs,
which has resulted in over 600 volunteers being
trained in elements of positive spinal health. As
well as advocacy on its social media channels, the
CCF has also lobbied government for greater
access to quality spine care services.
The CCF has developed two signature programs.
The first of these is the your Straighten Up Journey
program, which exposes children and their parents

CCF runs a range of programs to improve pediatric spinal health
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Hon g Kon g ch ir opr act or celebr at es pr est igiou s UN SDG
Aw ar d f or Wor ld Spin e Day cam paign

Dr Eric Chu is the founder of the New York Medical Group and the Chair of the Chiropractic Doctors Association of Hong Kong

A well-known Hong Kong
chiropractor has been
recognized for his efforts in
meeting the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals
(UN SDGs).
Dr Eric Chu, CEO of the New
York Medical Group (Pain
Center) Limited, collected a UN
SDG Project Award for the
organization's work in relation to

its World Spine Day campaign.
The UN SDGs, adopted by all UN
Member States in 2015, provide
a framework and blueprint for
the world to take action by 2030
on some of the most pressing
issues confronting the planet in
pursuit of a more prosperous,
inclusive and peaceful world for
future generations.

The objectives of the UN SDG
Achievement Awards, organized
by Hong Kong's Green Council,
were to rise awareness of the
importance of SDGs, give pubic
recognition to organizations
demonstrating contributions to
SDGs, and provide role models
to inspire other organizations
and share best practices and
experiences.
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ICA appoin t s t w o n ew m em ber s t o Boar d of Dir ect or s
The International Chiropractors Association
has appointed two new directors to its Board.
Dr Charmaine Herman MA, DC and ICA Past
President Dr George Curry have both been
sworn in for three-year terms.

Committee, Title IX Review Board and Conduct
Review Board. She is also the cultural competency
trainer for the Office of Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion (ODEI).
Dr Curry served as ICA President 20-15-2019. He
practices in Connecticut.
Dr. Curry completed his undergraduate studies at
the University of Connecticut and graduated from
Palmer College of Chiropractic in 1982. He has
additional post graduate training where he earned
his diplomate in Applied Chiropractic Science and
the Legion of Chiropractic Philosophy. He was
inducted into the Fellows of the ICA in 1992.

Dr Charmaine Herman

A highly accomplished academician and
practitioner, Dr. Charmaine Hermanis the
daughter of Jamaican immigrants. She holds two
Bachelor degrees, a Master ?s degree, and a
Graduate Certificate in Women?s Studies from
the University of South Carolina. In 2009, she
earned her Doctor of Chiropractic degree from
Sherman College of Chiropractic and has
advanced post graduate training in the Blair
Upper Cervical technique. Dr Herman is now on
faculty at Life University as an Associate
Professor in the College of Chiropractic?s Division
of Clinical Sciences. Dr. Herman actively
engages with students outside the classroom as
club advisor for the Blair UC Technique Club,
and the Student American Black Chiropractic
Association (SABCA).
At Life University, Dr. Herman is the secretary
for the Diversity Committee, a member of the
Black Faculty and Staff Association, Black Affairs
Council, Rank and Promotion Procedural

Dr George Curry

Dr. Curry is the owner and director of three
chiropractic clinics in Connecticut. He is
Chairman Emeritus of the Chiropractic Council of
Connecticut and serves as an Extended Faulty
member for Palmer College, Logan College, and
Life University.
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BCA scoops t op UK m em ber sh ip aw ar d
The WFC's member for the
United Kingdom, the British
Chiropractic Association (BCA),
recently received a Memcom
award as winner of the category
for the Best Professional Body of
the Year.
The BCA was given the accolade
against stiff competition,
including the British Medical
Association, the Chartered
Institute of Personnel and

Development and the Royal
College of Psychiatrists.
The Memcom awards recognize
excellence in professional
leadership. They celebrate
outstanding performance in
professional bodies,
associations, charities, and the
wider not-for-profit sector.
The Memcom awards recognize
the creativity and hard work

driving up the standards of the
membership sector and shine a
light on the organisations that
are increasing value for their
profession as well as wider
society.
The winners of the 2022 awards
season were revealed at a lavish
evening awards ceremony at the
Hilton Bankside in London in
September.

Members of the BCA Head Office team celebrate with President, Catherine Quinn (second from right) and
Vice-President Tim Button (third from left)
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ICA r ecogn izes con t r ibu t ion
of Jam es Ch est n u t t o f ields
of ch ir opr act ic an d h ealt h
pr om ot ion

Secon d Ch ir opr act ic Bill
in t r odu ced in t o Con gr ess:
ICA en dor ses H.R. 8701 t o
im pr ove M edicar e

James L. Chestnut MSc, DC, CCWP has been
awarded the ICA Chiropractic Pioneer Award
2022 for Significant Lifetime Contribution
Advancing the Field of Evidence-Based

In August, the International Chiropractors
Association (ICA) reported that Congressman Bill
Posey of Florida introduced H.R. 8701: The
Chiropractic Act of 2022.
With shortcomings in the provision of Medicare
having been reported for many years, the ICA
states that it is proud to endorse this legislation.
H.R. 8701 provides the needed solutions and, the
ICA says, legislation can be quickly passed into
law.
The proposed legislation provides clear
instructions for standards of care evaluation and
management services (exams and radiological
imaging, when needed).

Dr James Chestnut

Chiropractic and Lifestyle. The Pioneer award is
given only to those who have made meaningful
contributions to the scientific and/or clinical
advancement of the chiropractic profession.
In addition to receiving his Doctor of
Chiropractic degree from Canadian Memorial
Chiropractic College in 2000, Dr. Chestnut holds
a Master of Science in exercise physiology with a
specialization in neuromuscular adaptation, a
Bachelor of Education, and the Evidence-Based
Chiropractic and Lifestyle Practitioner
certification from the ICA.

Three years ago, Congress confirmed the need to
make changes in Medicare to remove barriers to
non-opioid, non-pharmacologic alternatives for
both acute and chronic pain. The Center for
Medicare and Medicare Services (CMS)
responded to remind them that they cannot
make these needed fixes for accessing
chiropractic without Congressional action.
The bill makes a number of proposals, including
the streamlining of provisions regarding a
patient?s freedom to privately contract for
services so that all physicians as defined in
Medicare (which includes chiropractors) are able
to privately contract. Chiropractors are the only
physicians currently not included in this
provision.
Meanwhile, the American Chiropractic
Association continues to advocate for The
Chiropractic Medicare Coverage Modernization
Act, which has bills in both the House of
Representatives and the Senate (H.R. 2654 and S.
4042).
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THANK YOU TO OUR CORPORATE AND EDUCATIONAL PARTNERS
FOR THEIR GENEROSITY AND SUPPORT

PREM IER CORPORATE
PARTNER
Logan University

PLATINUM CORPORATE
PARTNERS

SILVER CORPORATE PARTNERS
Canadian Chiropractic Protective Assn
ChiroHealthUSA
Chiropractic Diplomatic Corps

Activator Methods International

International Medical University, Chiropractic
Program

Cleveland University Kansas City

Northeast College of Health Sciences

Chiropractic Economics

New Zealand Chiropractic Board

Dynamic Chiropractic Magazine

Spine Care Partners

EC Healthcare

The Royal College of Chiropractors

Ergotherapy Solutions

University of Bridgeport - College of
Chiropractic

Human Touch
International Board of Chiropractic Examiners
Koala Mattress
NCMIC
Palmer College of Chiropractic
Parker University

University of Western States

BRONZE CORPORATE
PARTNERS
Asociación de Quiroprácticos de Puerto Rico
Breakthrough Coaching
Clinique Chiropratique de l'ATM

DIAM OND CORPORATE
PARTNERS
Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College
National Board of Chiropractic Examiners
The American Chiropractor

College of Chiropractic Sciences
Elite Chiropractic Tables
Federation of Canadian Chiropractic
Four Star Industries Pte Ltd Japanese Association of Chiropractors
KCS Association

GOLD CORPORATE
PARTNERS
Biofreeze/Performance Health Inc.
Northwestern Health Sciences University
Serola Biomechanics, Inc.

Kiropraktorernes Videnscenter
Madrid College of Chiropractic-RCU
National University of Health Sciences
Nutri-West ? USA
Precision Biometrics, Inc. / MyoVision
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THANK YOU TO OUR CORPORATE AND EDUCATIONAL PARTNERS
FOR THEIR GENEROSITY AND SUPPORT

BRONZE CORPORATE
PARTNERS
Research Review Service Inc.
Rocketee

Sommeil Terre Pte Ltd
Southern California University of Health
Sciences
The Joint Chiropractic
Thumper Massager

THANK YOU TO OUR INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS FOR THEIR
GENEROSITY AND SUPPORT

PLATINUM INDIVIDUAL
SUPPORTERS (US$2000)

ALDRICH Bruce, DC (USA)
ANDERSON Kris, DC (USA)
ANMOLSINGH Dinesh, DC (Trinidad & Tobago)

CLEVELAND III Carl, DC (USA)

ANOSOV Oleg, DC (USA)

MORGAN William E., DC (USA)
MALTBY, John, DC (USA)

AYMON Michel, DC (Switzerland)
BISIACCHI Debra, DC (USA)

GOLD INDIVIDUAL
SUPPORTERS (US$750)

BRACKENBURY Wade, DC (Vietnam)

CHUN PU CHU Eric, DC, MHA, PhD (Hong Kong)

CAREY Paul, DC (Canada)

HALDEMAN Scott, DC, MD, PhD (USA)

SILVER INDIVIDUAL
SUPPORTERS (US$500)

BORGES Sira, DC, MD (Brazil)

CARTER Catherine, DC (Canada)
CHAPMAN-SMITH David, Mr (Canada)
CONLEY Todd, DC (USA)

BOO Gordon Kou Tuan, DC (Malaysia)

CRAIG Stuart and Leonie, DC (New Zealand)

KUWAOKA Toshifumi, Mr (Japan)

CULBERT Gregory M., DC (USA)

WANG Sam, DC (USA)

DONATO Phillip, DC (Australia)

WHITMAN Larry, DC (Australia)
EL SANGAK Hussein, DC, MD (USA)

BRONZE INDIVIDUAL
SUPPORTERS (US$180)

EL SANGAK Omar, DC, MD (Egypt)

ADRA Tarek, DC (USA)

ERRINGTON Timothy, DC (Singapore)
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THANK YOU TO OUR INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS FOR THEIR
GENEROSITY AND SUPPORT

BRONZE INDIVIDUAL
SUPPORTERS (US$180)
FAYE Leonard, DC (USA)

PAPADOPOULOS Stathis, DC (Cyprus)
RAVEN Tim, DC (Norway)
SOSNA Janet Ruth, DC (Singapore)

GELLEY Geoffrey, DC (Canada)
STAERKER Paul, DC (Australia)
GREEN Bart, DC (USA)
STEWART Gregory, DC (Canada)
GREENWOOD Dean, DC (Canada)
TAKEYACHI Kei, DC (Japan)
HEESE Glen, DC (USA)
TAO Cliff, DC, DACBR (USA)
JOHANESSEN Espen, DC (Norway)
TAYLOR Michael K, DC (USA)
JOHNSON Claire, DC (USA)
TRUUVAART Gerly, DC (Estonia)
KIL Vivian, DC (Netherlands)
TUCK Nathaniel, DC (USA)
KOPANSKY-GILES Deborah, DC (Canada)
VALLONE Sharon, DC, DICCP (USA)
LEPIEN Rose, DC (USA)
VAUGHAN Bruce, DC (Hong Kong SAR)
LING Kok Keng, DC (Singapore)
WILES Michael, DC (USA)
LOTHE Lise, DC (Norway)
WILLIAMS John, DC (Italy)
McNABB Brent, DC (USA)
WOLFSON Wayne, DC (USA)
MOSS Jean, DC, MBA (Canada)
NAPULI Jason, DC, MBA (USA)
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